TO:  DIR
INFO:  SQUAT
CITE:  SLING

BYBAT POSUCCESS
RE:  OIR 36471 (OUT 67169), PARA 2

CALLIGERIS STATED MIN DEFENSE DEFINITELY LOYAL TO USBURNT GOVT AND NOT USABLE BY C. HOWEVER, C CONSIDERS MIN DEF OPPORTUNIST AND NOT FANATIC COMMIE.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1995

OUTGOING CABLE
LINCOLN STATION COPY

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: Z. OLIVI
INFO:

PRECEDENCE: ROUTINE
TOT: 19 FEB 54
0905 T

TO: DIR
CITY: BLINC

RTAT/PROOCSS

1. REQUEST WEAPONS $40,000 BE LINC 42k.

2. INFORMATION SHOWN AT END FROM DIRECTOR VFXD PERSONNEL THAT
SEKIFORD HAD ACCUMULATED SPECIAL FUND FOR PURCHASE OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT.
REQUEST SEKIFORD BE QUERIED THIS MATTER WITH RESPECT TO ACQUIRING ANY
OUTSTANDING CUMPETENTS AND/OR HIS KNOWLEDGE IF ANY SPECIAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
TO CALLIGERI.

3. REQUEST COPY SEKIFORD'S OPERATIONAL MEMO BE FORWARD TO LINC
EARLIER AND IF DURING OPERATIONS NOT THOROUGHLY COVERED DESIRE THEY BE
AMPLIFIED FOR PURPOSES FUTURE PLANNING EUCCOM OPERATIONS.

4. REQUEST SEKIFORD BE REQUESTED TO PREPARE SPECIAL MEMO ON
PROVIDING FULL DATA REGARDING HIS KNOWLEDGE OF OPERATIONS AND ANY
SUGGESTIONS SEKIFORD MAY HAVE FOR EFFECTING NEUTRALIZATION OR
RECALL FROM EUCCOM.

END OF MESSAGE

DISTRIBUTION:
1 - Station file
1 - Originator
1 - Subject

ORIGINATOR:

APPROVED BY C/P:

AUTHENTICATOR:

SECRET
1. PIVALL ARRIVED LINC 0830 FEB 20 VIA GSEC. FOMBRO GECOA PREFERED TO THAT OF FOLLOWING REL 101. WITH ALL CRYPTOMIS AND PSEUDOMIS AS IN ORIGINAL DITATION:

A) LINC 167, 169, 172, 173

B) [Redacted]

C) DIA 3629 AND DIA REPEAT DIRECT TO O.F LINC 156.

2. CONVEY DETRIPPING PIVALL NOW MEANWHILE CADDICK REPORTED PIVALL HAD OBTAINED PAPERS FROM IDEX 1(A) WHO VOLUNTARILY GAVE HIM PAPERS SAYING Owing TO IMPORTANCE INFORMATION CONTAINED THEREIN HE HAD SHOWN THEN TO

3. RECOMMEND FOR REVIEW COMPROMISED CABLES SOONEST AND:

A) PREPARE NEW LIST ALL COMPROMISED CRYPTOMIS AND PSEUDOMIS

B) STUDY CONSENT VIEW EXTENT COMPROMISE PSEUDOMIS WITH STORAX

URGE SELLFORD BE THOROUGHLY DETERMINED IN THIS RELATIONSHIP;

DISTRIBUTION: 1 - Station file

ORIGINATOR: APPROVED BY C/I/P:
6) Determine from Seeford how many other messages were left at this site.

4. Line must assume other messages were compromised and that Storal has copied all received. Line urges Ros deeply search thorough on all indications affecting success (see also Line 608).

5. Line forwarding above facsimile date by special courier with final statement and will study further and advise contents. Will notify ETA and station officer by telephone.

END OF MESSAGE.
TO:        DIRECTOR
FROM:      LINCOLN

SUBJECT:  JH (1-2)

LINC 615 (IN 26314)  20172  19 FEB 54  ROUTINE

to:        DIR INFO

RYBAT P5SUCCESS

RE:        LINC 552 (IN 19230)

1. LEICA RECEIVED BY STATION IS FOR LUGTON. IF PRINCEP
   NEEDS CAMERA AND PHOTO EQUIPMENT PLEASE INITIATE ITEMIZED
   REQUEST. MICROFILM AND PAPER WILL BE SHIPPED SOONEST.

2. PIVQAL WILL "BRIEVED BEFORE DEPARTURE FROM LINCOLN
   TO PROVIDE CALLIGERIS WITH ARMS REQUESTED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LING 617 (IN 20346) 20457 19 FEB 54
ROUTINE
PRECEDEOR
CITE: SLING

TO: DIR
RYBAT PSSUCCESS
RE: DIR 38934 (OUT 71692)

1. RECOMMEND YOU TAKE UP MARTINEZ CASE WITH W/E DIVISION.

2. CONSIDER ESSENTIAL ATTEMPT BE MADE APPROACH MARTINEZ WHILE IN EUROPE TO GET HIS SLANT POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS SURVANT AND NATURE HIS EUROPE MISSION. FULLY REALIZE HE UNLIKELY TALK FREELY, BUT CONVINCED THRU BUSINESS CONTACTS OR VIA DIRECT APPROACH MOST LIKELY ELICIT SIGNIFICANT DATA.

3. SUGGEST W/E BE BRIEFED RE MARTINEZ BACKGROUND AND REQUESTED INSTRUCT RE INTELL REQUIREMENTS MARTINEZ BELIEVED IN POSITIVE TO MEET.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  

COPY No
TO: DIR
RE: LINC 621 (IN 20416)

BY 1400ST P3SUCCESSECUR
CONNIEF TO LANGLOUGH

INDIVIDUALS LISTED IN REF CABLE ARE PRESENTLY ASSIGNED TO
AND WILL BE USED IN SUPPORT OF AIR OPERATIONS P3SUCCESSECUR STARTING
1 MARCH.

END OF MESSAGE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>Room No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Officer's Initials</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>ESTELINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>21 Feb</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eño</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>ESTELINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 March</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. This concerns

1. It should be noted that
2-3: the subject won't be impressed by

State's suggestion in their concern
as long as he's getting $75/week.

But if they do get him to States, how
shall he be kept from going back?

---

Each comment should be numbered to correspond with number in To column.
A line should be drawn across sheet under each comment.

Officer designations should be used in To column.

Each officer should initial (check mark insufficient) before further routing.

Action desired or action taken should be indicated in Comments column.

Routing sheet should always be returned to registry.

For officer designations see separate sheet.

SECRET

LNC 123
1. LING anxious effectivelv neutralize security hazards posed by subjects continued residence wsburnt.

2. In order provide us with basis on which to plan, request you study practicability following approach, particularly in light your local cover problems:

A. Subject to be summoned before bona fide odacio official for friendly discussion his citizenship status under applicable terms mccarran act.

B. Subject to be advised odacio in receipt disquieting rumors emanating wsburnt govt circles implicating him in calligeris conspiracy.

C. Subject to be questioned exact detail and nature political associations, former and present. Subject cautioned U.S. authorities from upon unauthorized intervention by private U.S. citizen internal affairs friendly nation.

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 20 FEB 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LING 623 (IN 20439) 04577 20 FEB 54 ROUTINE

TO: SQUAT INFO: DIR

REF: HOGA 364, Guat 01 (IN 17652), Guat 91 (IN 17632)

1. LING anxious effectively neutralize security hazards posed by subjects continued residence wsburnt.

2. In order provide us with basis on which to plan, request you study practicability following approach, particularly in light your local cover problems:

A. Subject to be summoned before bona fide odacio official for friendly discussion his citizenship status under applicable terms mccarran act.

B. Subject to be advised odacio in receipt disquieting rumors emanating wsburnt govt circles implicating him in calligeris conspiracy.

C. Subject to be questioned exact detail and nature political associations, former and present. Subject cautioned U.S. authorities from upon unauthorized intervention by private U.S. citizen internal affairs friendly nation.
D. IF APPROPRIATE, APPLICATION OF VARYING DEGREES
PRESSURE INDUCE SUBJECT TO QUIT WSBAURNT. FOLLOWING GAMBITS:
STRONG POSSIBILITIES OFFICIAL WSBAURNT RETALIATION; CANCELLATION
OF U.S. PASSPORT; FORFEITURE U.S. CITIZENSHIP.
3. FOR OUR GUIDANCE MOST IMPORTANT SUBJECT'S REACTIONS
CAREFULLY RECORDED AND ASSESSED TO DETERMINE;
A. WHETHER BASIC ALLEGIANCE TO U.S., UNIMPAIRED;
B. MOTIVATION BEHIND HIS ACTIVITIES ON LOCAL POLITICAL
SCENE;
C. INDICATIONS COMMUNIST-IMPOSED CONTROL OR DURESS;
D. REAson DISCREPANCIES IN STATEMENTS RE TRAVEL ABROAD.
4. ODACID INTERVIEWER SHOULD COME UP WITH CONCLUSIONS RE
SUBJECT'S ANTICIPATED REACTION IF FACED WITH STRONG PRESSURE
RETURN TO U.S. (MIGHT THIS PRECIPITATE OUTRIGHT DEFECTION?)
5. NEED FULL CLARIFICATION SUBJECT'S FINANCIAL AND PERSONAL
AFFAIRS. IS PROFESSIONAL FUTURE BOUND UP WITH CENTRAL AMERICAN
RESIDENCE? UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS COULD HE MAKE LIVING IN STATES?
DEPTH EMOTIONAL ROOTS IN CENTRAL AMERICA ESP THRU WIFE?
6. IN LIGHT ODACID FINDINGS, SUGGEST YOU RECOMMEND COURSE
OF ACTION LEAST LIKELY INTENSIFY EMBARRASSMENT RESULTING HIS PRE-
SENCE WSBAURNT. LINE RECEPTIVE ANY PRACTICABLE APPROACH, EVEN
INVOLVING SIZEABLE FINANCIAL OUTLAY, PROVIDED POTENTIAL THREAT
TO CALLIGERIS ASSETS EFFECTIVELY NEUTRALIZED, WHICH PRE-SUPPOSES
SECRET
COMPLETE AND ENFORCEABLE POLITICAL ABSTINENCE ON PART OF SUBJ.

7. REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
LINCOLN

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: VM (1-2)

TO:

INFO: DIR

CITE: SLLNC

RBAT POSUCCESS

PASS $15,680 BEING POUCHED FROM TO LUGTON. INFORM LUGTON TO ACQUAINT CALLIGERIS THIS MONEY PLUS $5,000 PREVIOUSLY SENT FROM PIWALL VIA SIERRA REPRESENTS FULL FEB FUNDS.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. SECURITY DICTATES REDUCTION BLACK FLIGHTS TO MINIMUM.
   POSSIBLE REDUCE NUMBER BY FIFTY PER CENT IF RE-FUELING CAN BE
   DONE SECURELY IN DTFR03S.

2. CONSIDER T.J. REF 113.

3. CONTINUE EXPLORE POSSIBILITIES FOR STOCKPILING FUEL
   (91-98 OCTANE) AT STRIP 2 ON BASIS ACTUAL READINESS NOT REQUIRED
   TO ARIE 14 UNIT. ADVISE LINC POSSIBILITIES BEFORE MAKING ANY
   COMMITMENTS OPERATIONAL.

4. HQS DESIRES TO KNOW WHETHER ANY CONTACT HAS BEEN MADE IN
   PAST WITH
   DTFR03S RE ABOVE AND/OR BLACK FLIGHTS IN GENERAL.
   IF SO, ADVISE BY CABLE WHO, WHEN, WHY, HOW AND WHAT REACTION
   OBTAINED. FYI. REF EASTEL 64.

5. USE CABLE HIGH PRECEDENCE ONLY ACCORDING TO SOP.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIR,

PB: SUCCESS ABAT

REF: DIR 39402 (OUT 72323 ), LINC 490 (IN 17864 )

1. LINCOLN HAS PREPARED COMPLETE PROJECT INCLUDING PROPOSED AGENDA. THESE BEING CARRIED HQS 22 FEB BY NITTING.

2. REF PARA C, COVER FOR FUNDING IN OUTLINED IN ABOVE PROJECT. ALSO PROPOSE HALF OF FUNDS BE CHANNELED THROUGH STEELE FROM SKEIN.

3. REF PARA D, ABOVE PROJECT SUGGESTS THAT ALL WH SUBMIT NAMES, ADDRESSES OF DELEGATES, CONTROLLED PERSONS PREFERABLE, TO BE INVITED BY AIRMAIL FROM RISHFIELD AND LATER INVITED PERSONALLY BY EMISSARIES.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  DIR.

RYBAT PEBSUCCESS

REF:  (IN 20408)

IMMEDIATE ACTION:

1. REG PARA 3, BELIEVE WORTHWHILE PLACING PAID ADS OTHER THAN IN LATINO AMERICA. PRESUME ANY LARGE BANK CAN ARRANGE FUNDS TRANSFER.

2. BELIEVE THEE PARA 2 A OF DIR 37041 (OUT 69678) SATISFACTORY IF THATS ALREADY MADE.

3. IF STILL POSSIBLE, RECOMMEND LIONIZER PAID ADS PREDICT DAS WILL PRODUCE:

   A. RISING EXPRESSION LATIN-AMERICAN DEVOTION TO FREEDOM.
   B. TURN OF TIDE IN LONG BATTLE VS COMMIES, BEGINNING FINAL DEFEAT COMMIES IN HEMISPHERE.
   C. BEGINNING LATIN-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP SHOWING ALL COUNTRY TO COMMUNISM COMMIES.
   D. BEGINNING LATIN-AMERICAN INSPIRED RE-FORMULATION IDEALS OF FREE MEN.

END OF MESSAGE
1. LINC OBSERVES WHD MAKING EXCELLENT PROGRESS ON ANTI-ESBURNT PROPAGANDA INculcATING HEMISPHERE ENMITY TO REDS AND ESburnt.

2. WITH THIS "ANTI" SEGMENT OF KUBRIN JOB WELL IN HAND, LINC RECOMMENDS EXPLOITING PAST WEEK BEFORE OAS FOR THOROUGHLY POSITIVE, HOPEFUL LINE, GIVING HEMISPHERE SOMETHING TO BELIEVE IN AFTER HAVING SUPPLIED ADVICE ON THAT TO BE AGAINST.

3. POSITIVE LINE CALLS FOR FOLLOWING THEMES:
   A. OAS WILL RESULT IN RINGING VICTORY FOR FORCES OF FREEDOM.
   B. OAS WILL SHOW HEMISPHERE THOROUGHLY ALERT RED MENACE AND COMBATTING IT EFFECTIVELY.
   C. OAS WILL MARK BEGINNING OF END RED PERIL IN HEMISPHERE.
   D. OAS WILL RESULT IN LATIN AMERICA SETTING EXAMPLE TO REST OF WORLD IN THE COMBATTING OF NATIVE COMMUNISM, JUST AS SHE

SECRET
22 FEB 54

SECRET

LINC 669 (1720764)

HAS SET HISTORIC EXAMPLE OF HARMONIOUS COEXISTENCE AMONG 21
REPUBLICS.

E. OAS WILL RESULT IN STRIKING, ORIGINAL, INSPIRED
LATIN-AMERICAN REFORMULATION OF PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM, ADAPTING
THEM TO OUR TIME AS SIGNIFICANTLY AS ATLANTIC CHARTER ADAPTED
THEM IN WORLD WAR 2.

4. IN LINE WITH ABOVE, RECONSIDER PREPARATION BY HQ AND
ODACID, AND SUBMISSION TO APPROPRIATE LATIN-AMERICAN NATION FOR
INTRODUCTION AS CONFERENCE RESOLUTION, OF SUCH RESTATEMENT-FREE
IDEALS IN HEMISPHERE.

5. ABOVE THEMES CAN BE PRESENTED IN FORM OF
   A. RADIO COMMENTARIES AND EDITORIALS.
   B. NEWS ARTICLES ALLEGEDLY EMANATING FROM "DIPLOMATIC"
      CIRCLES,
   C. NEWS ARTICLES HIGHLIGHTING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
      ANTI-COMMIE SUCCESSES.
   D. GENUINE INTERVIEWS WITH LATIN-AMERICAN OFFICIALS
      KNOWN TO BE ON POPPRIME SIDE.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 22 FEB 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LING 67b (IN 20815) 16422 22 FEB 54 ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR
FROM: LINCOLN
RE: HGO 432

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. SUBJECT'S ANTECEDENTS DO NOT REFLECT A PRACTICAL ALTERNATIVE TO PRESENT WSBURNT REGIME. EXPLOITATION AS POLITICAL FACTOR THEREFORE DOES NOT COMMEND ITSELF. ALSO AGE AND LENGTH OF EXILE AGAINST IT.

2. REQUEST YOUR VIEWS WHETHER SUBJECT'S SERVICES AVAILABLE AS PURVEYOR EXPLOITABLE RECRUITMENT LEADS IN WSBURNT PROPER. LING SPECIFICALLY INTERESTED ANY LEADS POINTING TO UNCOMPROMISED (I.E. NO KNOWN OPPOSITIONAL RECORD) INDIVIDUALS IN TARGET AREA WITH WORTHWHILE ACCESS TO CLANDESTINE INFORMATION OR POLITICAL ACTION POTENTIAL, MEETING PBSUCCESS REQUIREMENTS. ALSO ON LOOKOUT FOR PA TYPES WHO IN TURN CAN FURNISH RECRUITMENT LEADS OR ASSIST THEIR DEVELOPMENT.

3. IMPORTANT FOR YOUR GUIDANCE TO REALIZE UNDERLYING OBJECTIVE, VIZ TO DEVELOP CONTROLLABLE AND SECURE SINGLETON ASSETS RATHER THAN CREATING RESISTANCE ORGANIZATION UNDER SUBJECT'S CONTROL GEARED TO

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
22 FEB 54

LINC 674 (IN 20815)

PAGE -2-

FURTHER HIS POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS, MAIN PREREQUISITE FRUITFUL COLLABORATION THEREFORE HIS WILLINGNESS TURN OVER AT LEAST TEMPORARILY, CERTAIN LEADS TO KUBARK MANAGEMENT TO BE SERVICED BY KUBARK CONTROLLED SUPPORT STRUCTURE.

4. DESPITE LENGTH OF ABSENCE FROM CURRENT SUBJECT MAY STILL BE IN TOUCH OR COULD RESUME CONTACT WITH PERSONS IN GOVERNMENT KEY POSITIONS (E.g., POLICE, FOREIGN OFFICE, ET AL.) AND HIS DEBRIEFING ALONG THOSE LINES MOST DESIRABLE.

5. LEAVING IT TO YOUR DISCRETION WHETHER TO RESUME EXPLORATORY CONTACT WITH SUBJECT IN ORDER DETERMINE PREPAREDNESS MEET OUR BASIC TERMS AND LEARN WHAT HE EXPECTS TO GET OUT OF THE DEAL.

6. IF OUTCOME SATISFACTORY, SUGGEST YOU DEBRIEF SUBJECT IN GREATEST DETAIL ON PERSONALITY LEADS AND ELICIT HIS IDEAS AS THEIR DEVELOPMENT. IMPORTANT YOU INDICATE IN EACH CASE NATURE AND SCOPE OF INTELL CAPABILITIES.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (PRIORITY)  
INFO: CIA  
CITE: SLINC  

RE: DIR 39407 (OUT 72405)  
FYI: PREVIOUS  

FYI: COMPROMISED MESSAGES OBTAINED BY PIVALL WIRE:

A. LINC 167 (IN 10216), 168 (IN 10218), 169 (IN 10297), 172 (IN 10348), 173 (IN 10347).  
B.  
C. DIA 34329 (OUT 61453).  

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SOUYAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: "SLINC"

1. CALLIGERIS CLAIMS FUNDING SITUATION OF HIS PROPAGANDA MEDIA IN NIGERIA IS CRITICAL AND $6,000 ARE URGENTLY REQUIRED.

2. LINCO ASSUMES RAZMARA AND STATION FULLY COGNIZANT ESSENCE NEEDS AND ARE FUNDING ESSENCE AS REQUIRED, UP TO LIMIT OF $10,000 FOR PT/1 UNTIL 15 MARCH.

3. PLS ADVISE ACTUAL FINANCIAL SITUATION ESSENCE. HAS ESSENCE BEEN ASKING CALLIGERIS FOR FUNDS, IN ATTEMPT GET DOUBLE PAYMENT? IF SO, ADVISE ESSENCE THAT CALLIGERIS AGREED RAZMARA NOW SOLE FUNDS CHANNEL FROM CALLIGERIS TO ESSENCE. DIRECT PAYMENT CALLIGERIS TO ESSENCE IS OUT FOR REASONS OF SECURITY.

4. PLS ADVISE SOONEST SO LINCO CAN INFORM CALLIGERIS.

END OF MESSAGE
INFO: OIR
PBSUCCESS RYBAT
IMEDIATE ACTION
FOR LUGDON

1. REQUEST YOU ARRANGE FOR LOGICAL PERSON TO CONTACT IDEA
A AND SEE WHETHER HE HAS HANDED OVER LUGGAGE AND PAPERS
TO PPRINS.

2. IF NOT, ARRANGE EXAMINATION OF PAPERS, POUCH SENSITIVE
PAPERS TO LING.

5. HAVE SUCH A WANTED WHETHER HE HAS LOCAL CURRENCY
EQUIVALENT 40,000 DOLLARS AND WHAT HE REQUIRES TO RELEASE SAME TO
3RD PERSON.

4. USE YOUR JUDGMENT IN HANDLING ABOVE VIEW LOCAL COVER
PROBLEMS.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
TO:
PRESIDENT RYSAT

1. LINCOLN CONCERNED WSBURNT PLANNING THROTTLE OR SHUT DOWN INDEPENDENT PRESS AGAINST GOVT. NURSE OF PRESS IN WSBURNT SUGGEST THIS. EXAMPLE IN NUESTRO DIARIO 4 FEB 54.

2. CALL FOREIGN PRESS AND PRESS ASSOCIATIONS TO

A. PUBLICIZE APPARENT INTENTIONS OF WSBURNT GOVT AGAINST FREE PRESS?

B. WRITE FORMAL LETTERS OF INQUIRY TO WSBURNT GOVT, ASKING ASSURANCE: FREE PRESS WILL NOT BE HAMPERED, AND PUBLICIZE SUCH LETTERS CONCURRENT WITH THEIR MAILING?

3. ABOVE IMPORTANT. ADVISE PROGRESS.

END OF MESSAGE
1. FYI: Your excellent comments serve to clarify situation as follows:

A. How evident subject involved in Partido Unificacion Anti-Communista (PUA) small group in WSBurnt, which Luis Arenas and Joaquin Ocaya have attempted to snowball info leading opposition party seizing initiative from Syncarp. Carlos Simmons affiliated PUA and now in Miami.

B. Arenas/Ocaya have knocked on many doors in U.S. requesting aid and tho making extravagant claims, none confirmed to date. PUA with a Syncarp group which includes

2. PBSUCCESS, while supporting Syncarp, is currently confronted with problem of how to gain control over PUA and Fan. Your subject
MIGHT PROVIDE ULTIMATE HELP THIS DIRECTION ALTHO HIS INTENTION TO VISIT SENATOR HARDLY REFLECTS ANY PROMINENCE HIS STANDING IN PUA AS ARENAS/OCAHA HAVE THOROUGHLY CANVASSED WASH.

3. PRIORITY POC BEING EXPEDITED ON SUBJECT. MEANWHILE ALTHO NOT KNOWING SUBJECT DID SPEAK HIGLY OF WHO IS ANTI-COMMUNIST LIVING IN WSBURNT, BOTH SUBJECTS CONSIDERED PRO-U. S. ARENAS NOW BELIEVED IN CONTACT STORAX. CALLIGERIS CONSIDERS ARENAS AS ALLY ALTHO ALL REPORTS INCLUDING YOUR SUBJECT INDICATES HE AND PUA ATTEMPTING ORGANIZE OWN MOVEMENT. STORAX FULLY COOPERATING AT PRESENT WITH SYNCARP PRINCIPALLY THRU CALLIGERIS.

4. FROM FOREGOING LINC WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR USING SAME AT YOUR DISCRETION, AVOIDING OBVIOUS RECRUITMENT FOR SYNCARP BUT ATTEMPTING TO DISCREDIT ABILITY PUA TO GO IT ALONE WHEN OTHER EQUALLY MOTIVATED GROUP, SYNCARP, POSSESSES REAL POTENTIAL. PROVIDING POC RECEIVED PRIOR SUBJECT'S DEPARTURE ODUNIT AND YOUR DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDS SATISFACTORILY LINC TENTATIVELY PROPOSES DIRECT RECRUITMENT APPROACH BY MEMBER SYNCARP WITHOUT REVEALING YOUR RELATIONSHIP.

5. PARA 2 REF MSG: LINC PREFERENCES WAITING POC BEFORE SUBJECT ENTERS INTO ANY PENETRATION OPERATION DESPITE ODUNIT'S
CONFIDENCE AS BOTH WSBURNT OFFICIALS ARE KNOWN COMIC STOOGES.

6. CABLE PROGRESS REPORTS APPRECIATED. TRUE IDENS NEW CRYPTOS FOLLOW.

END OF MESSAGE
have ASCERTAINED MANY IMPORTANT CITY BARNT CITIZENS SEND THEIR FOLLOWING REQUEST PROMPTED BY OUR BELIEF THAT CAREFUL SCANNING PERSONNEL RECORDS OF STUDENTS PAST AND PRESENT MAY YIELD POTENTIALLY VALUABLE DEFECTION LEADS.

2. REQUEST PRIORITY SI TO DETERMINE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH RE

A. POSSIBILITY DEVELOPING RELIABLE CI ON SCHOOL STAFF WHO IS WILLING TO COOPERATE IN FURNISHING DESIRED DATA.

B. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA INCLUDING PRESENT ADDRESS AND OCCUPATION OF PARENTS OF WSBRUNT STUDENTS NOW ATTENDING SCHOOL.

C. INFORMATION AS TO AVAILABILITY BACKGROUND DATA ON PARENTS OF WSBRUNT STUDENTS WHO HAVE PREVIOUSLY ATTENDED, PARTICULARLY PARENTS WHO MAY BE INFLUENTIAL IN WSBRUNT AT PRESENT TIME.

3. EXTREMELY SENSITIVE AND APPROACH MUST BE CIRCUMSPECT, AS IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
FAMILY RESIDING IN AREA AND BELIEVED ATTENDING THIS SCHOOL. INFO RECEIVED OTHER燒BURNT FAMILIES RESIDING

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
SUBJECT: TH (1-2)

INFORMATION (2-606) 005125 FEB 54 ROUTINE
TO: INFO: DIR
DATE: SLING

ATTN:

TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR NOTES--FIRST-CATEGORY DESTINATION--

A. A KITS:
1) 120 MARKED BA
2) 100 MARKED CA
3) 10 MARKED ZA

B. A-1 KITS:
1) 10 MARKED BA-1
2) 10 MARKED CA-1
3) 0

C. S KITS:
1) 12 MARKED BB
2) 10 MARKED CB
3) 3 MARKED ZB

D. C KITS:
1) 12 MARKED CC

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
23 FEB 54
LINC 720 (i.7 2.036)

PAGE 2

2) 20 MARKED GG
3) 15 MARKED ZG

E. D KITS:
1) 1 MARKED GD
2) 2 MARKED CD
3) 1 MARKED ZD

2. FIRST CATEGORY, DESTINATION STRIP DTFROGS, DEADLINE 15 MARCH.

A. A KITS:
1) 150 MARKED QA
2) 80 MARKED QA
3) 20 MARKED JA

B. A-1 KITS:
1) 11 MARKED QA-1
2) 5 MARKED QA-1
3) 0

C. 8 KITS:
1) 12 MARKED GB
2) 10 MARKED QB
3) 3 MARKED JB

D. C KITS:
1) 65 MARKED GG
2) 50 MARKED QQ
3) 15 MARKED JC
E. D KITS:
1) 3 MARKED QD
2) 3 MARKED QD
3) 1 MARKED JD

TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR NOTES: CATEGORY 1: EQUIPMENT KIT.
CONTENTS EACH KIT AS FOLLOWS:

A. A KIT: 2 RIFLES; 1 SUG; 2 MAGS; 8 FRAGS; 8 CON-
Cussion; 600 ROUNDS 7.62; 100 AND 50 ROUNDS 9 MM; OIL, RAGS, WIRE

B. A-1 KIT: TEN PISTOLS; 20 CLIPS; 500 ROUNDS 9 MM
OIL, RAGS, WIRE

C. B KIT: 2 MAGS; 6 DRUAS; 2 CARRYING CASES; OIL, RAGS,
WIRE.

D. C KIT: EACH C KIT CONTAINS 5 SMALL UNITS. EACH
SMALL UNIT 100 AND 9D KITS CONTAINS: 1 POUND BLOCK NAPALM; 3
POUNDS TNT; 3 NON-ELECTRIC CAPS; 1 POCKET KNIFE; 1 UTILITY PLIERS;
1 FRICTION TAPE; 1 BOX WATERPROOF WATCHES; 3 FEET FUSE. 4 SMALL
UNITS IN EACH REMAINING 10 C KITS SAME AS ABOVE. 5TH SMALL UNIT
EACH REMAINING 10 KITS CONVERTED TO ELECTRIFIED BY SUBSTITUTEING 1
BLAST MACHINE; 300 FEET FIRING WIRE; 5 ELECTRIC CAPS. MARK 10
SPECIAL SMALL UNITS E. 1 SMALL UNIT EACH C KIT CONTAINS 2 SHAPED
CHARGES AND INSTRUCTIONS. MARK THIS SMALL UNIT S. EACH SMALL UNIT
CONTAINS DESTRUCTION INSTRUCTIONS.

E. D DIT: 1 RSI-RECEIVER TRANSMITTER W/SPARE PARTS; 1
PISTOL; 50 ROUNDS 9 MM; 2 EMERGENCY AND RATION KITS; 1 WATCH; 1
COMPASS; END OF MESSAGE
SECRET
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: TM (1-2)

LINC 725 (IN 21615)
D1/3Z 25 FEB 54
ROUTINE
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLING

RE: QUAT 119 (IN 21229)

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. LINC YOUR SUPPORT CHANNEL.

2. ATTACHMENTS TO HUL-A-97 ARE DESIGNED FOR ESSENCE.
   PUBLICATION AND ARE TO BE USED BY IT. ESSENCE CAN ADAPT
   SAME MATERIAL TO RADIO, USING IT TWICE.

3. CABLE DATE ATTACHMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS TURNED OVER
   TO ESSENCE. SHOULD BE DONE PRIOR 26 FEB.

4. IN 3 WAR POUCH, WILL SEND COMPLETED DISCS OR TAPES
   FOR BROADCASTS. ADVISE, WITH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF
   DISCS OR TAPES, NOW ESSENCE CAN USE.

END OF MESSAGE
CALLICERIS PROPAGANDA AIDE, PROBABLY ENTERED MEXICO ON "HAS WSBURNT PASSPORT WITH ODYOKE VISA. PURPOSE TRIP: ORGANIZE MEXICO PROPAGANDA, PUBLISH SET-UP EXILE COMMITTEE.

2. THIS MOVE DIRECTED BY CALLICERIS BUT NOT COORDINATED AND LINC. STEPS TAKEN TO RECTIFY.

3. REQUEST ASSETS NOT COOPERATE UNTIL CLARIFICATION. LINC DESIRES INFO HIS ACTIVITIES.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

SECRET

LING 756 (IN 22022)  02187 26 FEB 54
ROUTINE
PRECEDECE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: DIR

RYBAT FBSUCCESS SECUR
CONNIFF TO

1. IDENTITY A, WHO IS CHIEF FBSUCCESS KUFIRE ACTIVITIES,
   WILL ARRIVE HEADQUARTERS 1 MARCH AND IS INSTRUCTED CONTACT YOU
   RE ESTABLISHING NOMINAL COVER BACKSTOPPING FOR VISIT TO DHOGS,
   HHUDD AND AMM. USING REGULAR PASSPORT.

2. URGENCY OF CONTEMPLATED TRIP REQUIRES PRIORITY ACTION.
   SUGGEST UTILIZATION OF COMMERCIAL CONCERN NEW YORK AREA COMPATIBLE
   WITH IDENTITY A'S EDUCATION AND BACKGROUND AVAILABLE IN HIS KUSODA
   FILE. TRIP WILL BE OF SHORT DURATION AND ELABORATE COVER ARRANGE-
   MENT NOT DEEMED NECESSARY.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

TO: DLK
RE: INTERROGATION

1. ATTENTION: INVITED LINES 1-4, PAGE 2, DISEMBLED OF FIVALL DATED 19 FEB 54. HAD ADVISED FIVALL THAT BESFORD AND UNITED NATIONS AGENT WERE REQUESTING HIM TO OBTAIN CLOTHES AND PAPERS FROM HIM. ONLY PAPERS RECEIVED BY FIVALL WERE THOSE HANDLER.

2. ABOVE FACTS ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH BESFORD'S STATEMENT THAT MESSAGES WERE STOLEN FROM HIS HOTEL ROOM. BESFORD FELT THAT HIS PHONE WERE AT WHEN HE WROTE ROGERS. THEREFORE, STATEMENT THAT PAPERS WERE STOLEN CASTS AVERSIONS ON THE VERACITY OF ROGERS' STATEMENT TO FIVALL, WHICH LINCOLN CANNOT RECONCILE.

3. BELIEVE WORDS "SHOWN ONLY TO SPEAK AND FOR BESFORD NOT TO WORRY" ARE VERY SIGNIFICANT AND REFLECT THE POSSIBILITY MENTIONED PARA 1 BAKER REF 220.

4. BELIEVE IMPORTANT BESFORD BE SPECIFICALLY ASKED: "DO YOU BELIEVE THAT FIVALL'S REMAINING IN AREA WILL RESULT IN THE DISCLOSURE OF PERTINENT INFORMATION?"
TO:    DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: RH (1-2)
INFO:  30 (3)

LING 779 (IN 22449)   0609Z 27 FEB 54

1. FYI: ABOUT 2320 FEB 26 COMM TECHNICIAN RESIDING AT SITE B DETECTED AND GAVE CHASE TO UNIDENTIFIED MALE CAUGHT WITH EAR TO KEYHOLE FRONT DOOR WHO GOT AWAY. UPON RETURNING HOUSE DETECTED SECOND PERSON IN SHRUBS IN REAR.

2. FOREGOING INDICATES HOUSE UNDER CLOSE SURVEILLANCE BY UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS AND/OR SERVICE. WITHOUT BENEFIT HQS INFO ARE FULL FACTS PEF MSG LING UNABLE SPECULATE WHETHER ABOVE REFLECTS COMMUNIST OR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR NEITHER. INTERESTING FACT IS THAT THIS WAS SITE OF CALLIGERIS CONFERENCE AND WHERE CALLIGERIS RESIDED WHILE IN U.S.

3. LING NO LONGER CONTEMPLATES OPERATIONAL USE SITE B AND IS SEEKING NEW LOCATION. ABOVE INCIDENT WILL BE REPORTED ROUTINELY LOCAL ODONNY AS PER ORIGINAL UNDERSTANDING.

4. PRESUME HQS "WILL HANDLE IF "SENSITIVE SOURCE" IS INVOLVED.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)

LINC 788 (IN 22667)    02162 28 FEB 54    ROUTINE

TO: INFO; DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. RELEASE $5,000 STATION RESERVE TO LUGTON TO PLACE
   DISPOSITION CALLIGERIS.

2. FOR LUGTON: MONEY IS TO SERVE AS TIDING-OVER FUND UNTIL
   ARRIVAL ONTRICH WITH TOTAL BUDGET AND EXPLANATIONS DIS-
   GREPANCIES FROM SUBMITTED TOTAL. INFORM CALLIGERIS FUND SOLELY
   FOR ORG AND MAINTENANCE. THIS FUND TO BE APPROVED AGAINST
   SPECIFIC BUDGETARY ITEMS TO BE EXPLAINED BY ONTRICH.

3. ONTRICH ETA

END OF MESSAGE
TO: D. R. J. 
FROM: LINCOLN 
ACTION: WH (1-2) 
ST: O. T. D/DCI (1), DO/O (L/5), O/S (3).

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM 
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

LIN 73 (IN 22657) 01562 28 FEB 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
CITE: SLING

TO: DIA... 
REBUT POST SUCCESS
RE: A. (IN 21500)
B. LINC 73 (IN 21342) 
C. QUAY 13 (IN 22635)

1. LING BELIEVES GOOD POSSIBILITY WBURNT ENGAGED IN
STAGING PROVOCATIVE MOCK REVOLT WHICH COULD CAPITALIZE ON AT
DAS MEETING.

2. NOTE:
A. REF A STATED ERRATIC REPORTED CALLIGERIS PLANNING
REVOLT BEFORE DAS MEETING. ERRATIC CONSIDERED PENETRATED BY
WBURNT THUS COULD BE UNWITTING RECIPIENT DECEPTION.
B. REF B INDICATES UNUSUAL ACTION SOURCE REF C.
C. FAILED RECEIVE ANY INDICATION WHATEVER FROM
LING FIELD PERSONNEL WHOSE CONFIRMS CALLIGERIS NOT INVOLVED.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT DIRECTION:
SECRETE INFORMED OR RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT
2100, 21 FEB 54.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
DATE: 1 MAR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LINC 803 (IN 22754) 05067 1 MAR 54 ROUTINE
INFO: DIR

TO:
PBSUCCESS BYBAT

REF: A. (IN 22636)
B. LINC 804 (IN 22758)

FOR PIVALL
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. PLANE OF NO USE PBSUCCESS DUE BURNT NATURE. INVESTIGATE
CHANGES TRADE CRAFT FOR ONE-PASSENGER PLANE PLUS CASH.
DETERMINE TERMS AND FORWARD LINCOLN.

2. DETERMINE IF STORAX CAN ARRANGE PAPER TRANSFER LEGAL
OWNERSHIP FROM DELGADO TO SALAMANDER
PRIOR TO TRADE WITH STORAX-1 (IDEN B, REF B).

THEN PLANE WOULD BE AVAILABLE SOLELY YOUR USE THROUGH
SALAMANDER INFLUENCE.

3. CLEARANCE PROCEDURE UNDERWAY FOR AVAILABLE PILOT.

4. LINCOLN COGNIZANT PREPONDERANCY PROPOSED CALLIGERIS
BUDGET. ONTRICH PROCEEDING TO MEET CALLIGERIS PRIOR TO RELEASING
REVISED BUDGET. 14000 AND 400 DOLLARS BEING RELEASED TO YOU FOR

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
PASS TO CALLIGERIS KMGLUSH

EXPENDITURES SCPANTON - 4 UP

GARANAC TO 15 MARCH. REMIND CAMP PERSONNEL BEING
TRIPLED DURING MARCH.

5. INSTRUCTIONS ON YOUR DOCUMENTATION WILL BE PASSED WHEN
FIRM.

6. WHAT NAME, OCCUPATION YOUR PRESENT USHOOPS DOCUMENTATION?

7. STAY CLOSE CONTACT WITH STATION DURING OAS CONFEERENCE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: RH (1-2)
INFO: SLINC

1. (IN 21887)) ADVISES HE ONLY CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE SUBJ OF PEF. CONSIDERS SUBJ ANTI-STORAX.
2. DOES ABOVE AFFECT YOUR ESTIMATE IN REFT
3. SEEKFORD INSISTS PAPERS STOLEN FROM APARTMENT. OBTAINED PAPERS WHICH SLY IS VERY SENSITIVE Matter AS MOST LIKELY STORAX AGENT AND STOLEN FROM SEEKFORD. YOUR VIEWS THIS MATTER ARE REQUESTED.

FYI: POC GRANTED ON 25 FEB

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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1. LINC pleased with apparent simplicity of acquiring good cartoons.

2. If practicable request you obtain pen and ink original cartoons at rate of two weekly and pouch to LINC.

3. Possible themes:
   A. Fat rich target labor leaders
   B. Army slave of target labor:
   C. Land reform for benefit govt and labor officials:
   D. Target laborers as slaves of their leaders:
   E. Target country sold by leaders to Soviet:
   F. Labor leaders forbidding workers attend church.

   END OF MESSAGE
TO:  DIR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LIN 843 (IN 23512)  0130Z 3 MAR 54  ROUTINE
CITE: SLINC

PYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LIN 842 (IN 23537)

PBSUCCESS MISSION DEPENDENT ON AVAILABILITY TWO STERILE C 47 AIRCRAFT FROM 25 MARCH THRU "D" DAY PLUS 10. TO BACKSTOP PRESENTLY AVAILABLE C 47 REQUEST ACTION BE TAKEN THRU CHIEF AND TO OBTAIN "OPTION-TO-BUY" ONE C 47 ON LOCAL MARKET. OUR UNDERSTANDING FROM IDEN REF THAT SEVERAL AIRCRAFT ARE UP FOR SALE WASHINGTON AREA AND "OPTION-TO-BUY" WOULD INSURE AVAILABILITY STANDBY AIRCRAFT.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 3 MAR 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LINC 853 (IN 23782)  17212 3 MAR 54  ROUTINE

TO: (PRIORITY)
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLING

RYSAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LUSTON

1. ESSENCE REQUESTS TRANSMITTAL FOLLOWING MESSAGE TO CALLIGERIS: "FROM PUERTO BARRIOS AREA.
   AND UNIDENTIFIED PERSON REFERRED TO AS "G" INVOLVED IN PLOTTING AGAINST GOVT WITH MILITARY MEN
   ALL ARE AGREED ON IMMEDIATE ACTION. REQUEST CALLIGERIS HALT IMPENDING ACTION IF THEY ARE
   HIS MEN OR TRY TO DISCOURAGE RASH ARMED MOVEMENT IF NOT HIS MEN."

2. REQUEST AFTER ACTION REPORT.

END OF MESSAGE.
TO: DGUAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
RE: GUAT 963 (IN 15309), LINC 436 (IN 16814), LINC 679 (IN 20840)
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. NEED HERE IS FOR DAILY RECEIPT WITHIN 24 HOURS OF
PUBLICATION OF THE SAME PAPERS ON A CONTINUING BASIS. WE HAVE
BEEN RECEIVING VARIOUS PUBLICATIONS WITHOUT CONTINUuity AND TWO
TO FOUR DIFFERENT ISSUES SAME BUNDLE.

2. WE DESIRE FOLLOWING PAPERS BE TRANSMITTED EACH DAY IN
ORDER REACH HERE, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, WITHIN 24 HOURS PUBLICATION:
EL ESPECTADOR, LA NORA, NUESTRO DIARIO, DIARIO DEL PUEBLO, IMPACTO,
EL IMPARCIAL, PRENSA LIBRE, TRIBUNO POPULAR, DIARIO DE QUEZALTENANGO,
UNIDAD (WHEN PUBLISHED).

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 14 MAR 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFOR:

LINQ 861 (IN 23983) 07197 14 MAR 54 ROUTINE CITE SLING
TD: DIR
RYBAT POSUCCESS

1. CALLIGERIS REPORTS HIS CONTACT PRES REMON PANAMA MET WITH FAILURE AND IN FACT RECO'D WORD BOTH HE AND STORAX WERE BELIEVED BY REMON TO HAVE FALSELY ACCUSED DELGAADO OF TRECHERY IN CONNECTION WITH WHITE PAPER.

2. IF ABOVE CORRECT AND DELGAADO NOT DISCREDITED, THEN HE REMAINS AT FREEDOM TO CONTACT ESBURNT AGENTS THUS ENDANGERING FURTHER DISCLOSURE OF INFO. ASIDE FROM THIS SECURITY HAZARD, SYNCARP DISCREDITED AND SUBJ TO INTERFERENCE BY PANAMANIAN DIPLOMATS AND OFFICIALS.

3. CALLIGERIS REPORTS THAT CONSUL GER GUAT EMB IN NICARAGUA, HORACIO GUZMAN, IS COUSIN OF ARBENZ AND BELIEVED TO HAVE NEGOTIATED DELGAADO SELLOUT. ACCORDING TO LOW LEVEL INFORMANT WITNESS, DOCUMENTS IN QUESTION WERE PHOTOGRAPHED AT LA AURORA AIRPORT BY MIGUEL COMACHO. ALSO PRESENT WERE FRANCISCO MORAZAN, MAJOR JAIMES ROSENBERG AND UNIDENTIFIED POLICE PHOTOGRAPHER.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
1. SYNCRAP REQUESTS FOLLOWING INFO REGARDING THE DOCUMENTS AND MATERIAL forwarded TO SKIMMER FOR THE OAS MTG:
   A. WILL THESE DOCUMENTS BE PRESENTED AT THE MTG?
   B. WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE TO HAVE THIS MATERIAL PREPARED IN LEAFLETS OR PAMPHLETS FOR DISTRIBUTION AT THE MTG?
   C. WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE TO SEND SEVERAL DELEGATES OF THE JUNTA TO THE MTG TO DEFEND THE ANTI-COMMUNISTS OF WSBURNT?
      IF SO, COULD THEY DEPEND UPON THE ASSISTANCE OF OTHER DELEGATIONS AND WOULD THEY HANDLE THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINTED MATERIAL IN B ABOVE?

2. SYNCRAP IS CONCERNED OVER POSSIBILITY WSBURNT DELEGATION WILL ATTEMPT DEFENSE ITS POSITION BY OLFAMING AND ACCUSING THE ANTI-COMMUNISTS. THUS, BELIEVE DEFENSE OF LATTER POSITION IMPORTANT.
4 MAR 54
LING 865 (IN 23985)

PAGE -2-

3. FYI: LING PRESENTED TO HQS A SERIES OF SUGGESTED COURSES OF ACTION, SOME OF WHICH WERE TO HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED BY PNSUCCESS, AND NO REPLY NOR COMMENT RECEIVED TO DATE. APPRECIATE EARLY REPLY TO PARA 1 ABOVE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIA
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

LING 866 (IN 23982) 07197 4 MAR 54

TO: DIA
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)
INFO:

1. WEATHER: OPERATIONAL PLANNING NECESSITATES MAXIMUM WEATHER FORECASTS TO ENSURE SUCCESS. ACTION PERIOD WILL FALL WITHIN NORMAL RAINY SEASON. THEREFORE, IMPERATIVE AIR AND GROUND OPERATIONS BE SCHEDULED FOR BREAKS AND FAVORABLE PERIODS.

2. URGE AND PLAN SOONEST TO PROVIDE LING ALL AVAILABLE WEATHER FORECAST DATA FOR THE MONTHS OF MAY AND JUNE.

3. WEATHER VARIES CONSIDERABLY DURING ABOVE PERIOD WITHIN THE TARGET AREA DEPENDING ON TERRAIN FEATURES, THUS VERY IMPORTANT TO ATTAIN LOCAL FORECASTS FOR ABOVE AS COMPLETE AS POSSIBLE FOR EACH OF THE NINE TARGETS.

4. FORECASTS TO INCLUDE ESTIMATES ON CEILINGS, VISIBILITY, CLOUD COVER, RAINFALL, MEAN TEMPERATURES (DAY, NIGHT), HUMIDITY, POSSIBLE GROUND FOGS, WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY, AND THUNDER-STORMS.

5. REQUEST PROCEDURES BE ESTABLISHED FOR THE PROCUREMENT AND TRANSMITTAL OF THE FOREGOING INFO WITH THE MINIMUM POSSIBLE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
TIME LAO, PREPARING FOR LATER STAGE DEVELOPMENTS THEREIN
SUCH INFO MUST BE FORWARDED BY PRIORITY CABLE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-2)

LINC 903 (IN 24627) 2315Z 5 MAR 54

TO:

RYBII P8SUCCESS FOR LUGTON AND/OR ONTRICH

1. STRESS STRONGEST TERMS TO CALLIGERIS IMPORTANCE COMPARTMENTATION AND NEED TO KNOW ON ALL OPS ACTIVITY AS SCOMBER GREATLY CONCERNED SECURITY CURRENT PLANS AND MOVEMENTS.

2. PLVALL REPORTS HAD BEEN SUBJECT RECRUITMENT BY WSBURNT CONSUL SAN PEDRO SULA WHO STATED THEY HAD THREE PENETRATIONS CALLIGERIS OPS.

3. ENDEAVOR DETERMINE IDENTITIES ALL SYNCARP PERSONNEL MOST LIKELY IN CONTACT WITH WSBURNT CONSUL CONDUCTING LOCAL INVESTIGATION, WHO IS?

END OF MESSAGE
1. FOLLOWING KUGÖN GUIDANCE RE TORIELLO SPEECH:

   A. TODAY'S SPEECH REMiniscent OF TACTICS FREE WORLD HAS COME TO ASSOCIATE WITH SOVIET POLEMICS.

   B. REASON FOR CONCOCTION WHITE PAPER NOW EVIDENT: — DISRUPT CONFERENCE AND MAKE MORE DIFFICULT SOLUTION PROBLEMS. AMERICAS HAVE IN PAST AND COULD CONTINUE ADDRESS SELVES TO IN SPIRIT MUTUAL CONFIDENCE AND HOPE.

   C. WSBURNT GOVERNMENT HAS BETRAYED PRINCIPLE ITS REVOLUTION AND HAS SOUGHT INVOLVE ITS PEOPLE IN ILL DISGUISE GAIN SERVING MOSCOG IMPERIALIST AIDS.

2. OUTLETS WHICH CANNOT BE ASSOCIATED WITH OR POSSIBLY TRACED TO ODYÖKE MAY ADDRESS COMMUNICATION ABOVE LINES TO CONFERENCE.

3. ABOVE GUIDANCE EMANATES FROM GOODBOURNE AND HAS HQS APPROVAL.
TO: DIR, RYBAT PSUCCESS

1. HQS HAS APPROVED CONGRESS AS PRESENTED HUL-A 76 ON CONDITION DEVELOPMENT PROCEED WITH SUFFICIENT DETAILED PLANNING TO ASSURE SUCCESS.

2. ARRIVING MEXCITY VIA BROWNSVILLE TRAIN O/A AND WILL PROCEED WITH STEPS OUTLINED HUL-A 76 THRU LS/8.

3. REQUEST TOLKING NOT MAKE FIRM PROMISE AID TO RNSHIELD UNTIL AFTER FABCLETT DRIVES BARGAIN.

4. RUCHING DETAILS INCLUDING PLAN FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN YOU AND FABCLETT AND HQS AND FABCLETT. WHEN RNSHIELD/ FABCLETT UNDERSTANDING REACHED, BELIEVED ROLENDER SHOULD COME LING FOR TWO-DAY CONFERENCE.

END OF MESSAGE
**INFORMATION**

**TO:** DIRECTOR

**FROM:** LINCOLN

**ACTION:** DH (1-2)

---

**LINC 951 (IN 24017)**

**INFO:** DIA

**TO:**

**RE:** LINC 901 (IN 24626) Request Interrogating Permission for High Risk Contact in CTD, CNCA, DAP, PCF...Guatemala travels

**A.** What is opinion of union leaders and unions can be most readily defected, by whatever means including ample bribes?

**B.** Specifically, what is estimate of accomplishing above with CNCG?

**C.** Would work with Arturo Morales Cuba?

**D.** What effort would one or be willing put into above efforts? What assistance would they want and need?

**2.** Emphasize to Esmeraldite he not to guess at his opinion, but to ask directly.

**3.** PLS CABLE REPLIES.

**END OF MESSAGE**
DATE: 7 Mar 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: VTH (1-2)
INFO:

LINC 938 (IN 24953) 0815Z 7 Mar 54 ROUTINE
TO: DIR
RYBAT P8SUCCESS
RE: DIR 40994 (OUT 75459)
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. PRESUMING ALL SYNCARP MATERIAL PREPARED FOR OAS IS STILL AT HQS LINC RECOMMENDS FOLLOWING PROPOSAL BE IMPLEMENTED SOONEST:

A. ALL ABOVE SYNCARP MATERIAL BE RETURNED DIRECTLY TO LINC ARRIVING NOT LATER 8 MARCH.

B. LINC WILL PREPARE COVERING DISPATCH TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTIONS WITH MATERIAL.

C. CALLIGERIS WOULD BE INSTRUCTED TO ASSEMBLE ALL ADDITIONAL MATERIAL OF SIMILAR NATURE.

D. CALLIGERIS WOULD BE REQUESTED THROUGH HIS CHANNELS TO TEGU PROVIDING HIM ABOVE MATERIAL AND INSTRUCTIONS TO OBTAIN PUBLICATION LOCAL PRESS THIS MATERIAL PROVIDING FULLEST COVERAGE IN ADDITION AVOIDING HIMSELF OF ANY

SECRET
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OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE PUBLIC ADDRESS ON BEHALF ANTI-COMMUNISTS.

2. RECEIVED THIS DATE LETTER FROM CALLIGERIS WHICH INDICATED HE HAD PREPARED ADDITIONAL MATERIAL WHICH HE URGENTLY REQUESTED BE BROUGHT ATTENTION OAS MEETING. LINQ CONSIDERS VERY IMPORTANT VIEW ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH SYNCARP THAT EVERY EFFORT BE MADE TO PUBLICIZE THEIR VIEWS IN CARA.

3. LINQ DOES NOT ACCEPT ERRATIC'S REPORT OF DEFECTION WITHOUT SUBSTANTIATING DATA. THEREFORE HIS PERSONAL APPEARANCE IN CARA WITH THIS MATERIAL COULD VERY WELL PROVIDE IMPORTANT IMPACT ON OAS BUT IF DONE AT ALL IT SHOULD BE DONE SOONEST. STRONGLY BELIEVE FAILURE TO MAKE EFFORT TO UTILIZE THIS MATERIAL WOULD BE VERY EMBARRASSING TO SKINNER VIS SYNCARP.

4. REQUEST APPROVAL TO CABLE CALLIGERIS ACCORDING ABOVE PROPOSITION.

END OF MESSAGE
To: DIRECTOR
From: LINCOLN
Action: VH (1-2)
Info: OCI (3), D/OCI (4), DD/P (L)(5)

LINC 944 (IN 25002)  06337 8 MAR 54
TO: DIR
PSSUCCESS RYBAT
REF: (IN 24927)
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. WITHOUT BENEFIT FACTS BEHIND IDEN 0'S REASONING WHICH LEO TO DECISION PARA 1, REF MSG. LING FEELS OBLIGATED PRESENT ITS VIEWS FROM KNOWLEDGE OF SITUATION: IF CORRECT, WOULD BE OF IMPORTANCE TO OYOKE'S POSITION VIZ CURRENT COMMUNIST PROBLEM:

A. BELIEVE COMMUNISTS WILL PROCEED TO EXPOSE ITS CASE AGAINST INTERVENTION WHETHER OYOKE MAKES ANY FURTHER CHARGES OR NOT. FAILURE TO RESPOND OR MAKE INITIAL ATTACK COULD BE TANTAMOUNT TO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN EYES OF WORLD AND RESULT IN DISCREDITING ANTI-COMMUNIST CAMPAIGN HERETOFORE. NOTE F31S DATED 7 MARCH, REUTERS TO SINGAPORE, HELLSCHEIBER FROM CARACAS.

B. FROM PUBLIC VIEWPOINT OYOKE HAS ALREADY BRANDED HS-BURNT AND COMMUNISTS HAVE INDICATED ISSUE HAS DRIVEN BEFORE OAS CONVENERED. THEREFORE FAILURE TO FOLLOW THROUGH WITH SUBSTANTIATION REFUTES OYOKE'S POSITION AND STRENGTHENS COMMUNIST CHARGES.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No
C. REF PLAN MERELY MODIFIES BOGOTA RESOLUTION AND POSTPONES INEVITABLE SHOWDOWN. THIS APPROACH COUPLED WITH A COULD BE CONSTRUED AS WEAKNESS WHICH MOST CERTAINLY THE COMMUNISTS WILL EXPLOIT FULLY.

D. PARA 3 REF USG FIRST SENTENCE APPEARS OUT OF CONTEXT WITH NSC DECISION TO EMPLOY COVERT MEANS TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVE AND PRESUPPOSES THAT "PRESENTATION OF CASE" TO OAS PREDOMINATES ISSUE. UNDERSTANDING LINC IS THAT OAS WAS TO BE PLATFORM FOR PRESENTING ODYOKE CASE AGAINST USBURNT TO ENLIST MORAL SUPPORT OTHER COUNTRIES AND PROVIDE JUSTIFICATION COVERT ACTION.

E. CONCERN OVER FUTURE COMPROMISES OF COVERT ACTION WHICH MIGHT PREJUDICE "OUR PRESENTATION" APPEARS TO BE THE PRESENT ISSUE WHEREAS COMMUNISTS NOW POSSESS SUBSTANTIAL DATA, WHETHER TRUE OR NOT IS IRRELEVANT TO COMMUNISTS. THIS HAS AND WILL CONTINUE TO PREJUDICE OUR POSITION UNLESS FACED DOWN AS IN GER'S WARFARE CASE WHICH ALTHOUGH WHOLLY FALSE HAD TO BE MET.

F. CONCERN OVER CURRENT COVERT OPERATIONS IS NOT CLEAR. IF MEANT FINAL ATTACK DATE THEN LINC COULD APPRECIATE CONCERN. IF HOWEVER ALL REVOLUTIONARY OPERATIONS WERE INTENDED THEN SERIOUS QUESTIONS ARE RAISED. IF SUCCESS CURRENTLY EMPLOYING MAXIMUM SECURITY POSSIBLE UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES BUT THERE WILL ALWAYS REMAIN INHERENT RISKS WHICH LINC PRESUMED HAD BEEN CALCULATED AND ACCEPTED AT BEGINNING AS FAR BACK AS NSC. VIEW
8 MARCH 54

LING 944 (IN 25002)

PAGE -3-

KNOWN WSBURNT KNOWLEDGE OF PDFORTUNE AND SEEKFORD CASE AND POSSIBLY OF CURRENT OPERATIONS. WHETHER STOPPED OR NOT "THE HORSE HAS BEEN STOLEN". THEREFORE LOCKING THE DOOR DOES NOT RESOLVE THE PROBLEM.

G. BELIEVE PERTINENT TO POINT OUT THAT UNLESS ALL POSTSUCCESS ACTIVITIES ARE COMPLETELY SUSPENDED IN NEXT 2 OR 3 MONTHS THE SITUATION WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY BE IMMEASURABLY MORE SERIOUS AS IT IMPOSSIBLE TO BE IN READINESS WITHOUT COMMUNISTS HAVING GREATER AWARENESS OF REAL THREAT THAN AT PRESENT, THUS MUST RECOGNIZE SIGNIFICANCE OF LATER OAS MSG.

H. LING FIRMLY BELIEVES ANY SUSPENSION CURRENT OPERATIONS WOULD SERIOUSLY IMPAIR POSSIBILITIES OF ULTIMATE SUCCESS. FORCES HAVE BEEN SET IN MOTION, MURAL COMMITMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO ATTAIN EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE OF READINESS, WHICH ALTHOUGH NOT IRREVOCABLE THUS FAR IS CLOSE TO SUCH STATUS. ONCE ARMS REACH FORWARD AREAS ANY ATTEMPT TO DELAY FOR DIPLOMATIC REASONS WOULD WELL RESULT IN UNILATERAL ACTION. ANY UNREASONABLE EXPLANATION IN EYES OF SYRUP FOR DELAY MIGHT ALSO RESULT IN PRECIPITATING UNFORTUNATE ABORTIVE ACTION. LING BELIEVES TIME RUNNING OUT FAST FOR EFFECTIVE COVERT ACTION.

2. WITHOUT INTENDING TO BE PRESUMPTIVE LING SUGGESTS FOLLOWING COURSE OF ACTION AT OAS.

TOP SECRET
8 March 54
Line 944 (in 25002)
Page 4

A. In anticipation that REF plan will precipitate
Communist denial and counterattack, believe OYOKO should pre-
sent resolution substantially as stated (Para 2 REF MSG.)

B. Follow above resolution with factual statements
indicating existence such a threat in SSBURNT: Drawing
parallel similar stages of development in other satellite
countries, describing as a dangerous growth in WH family of
nations which must be recognized and dealt with earliest.

C. Present resolution calling for establishment of
a commission of neutral members to meet 15 June 54 to study the
extent of the danger and make recommendations to OAS for possible
courses corrective action.

3. Above course of action would provide an answer to the
issue, allowing the world to judge and placing Communist charges
in focus with all the other big lies they have propagated. This
would be a EIO for moral support meanwhile placing confidence
in P8success, the revolt would be staged prior to the completion
of the commissions work.

End of message
LINCOLN SITREP WEEK 2-8 MARCH 1954

1. ENEMY: ENEMY CONCENTRATING EFFORT ON OAS. WHILE CLAIMING AT CARACAS TO BE NON-COMMIE, ENEMY BOLDLY GOING AHEAD AT HOME SHOWING IT IS COMMIE, IN LINE WITH APPROVED COMMIE TECHNIQUE OF NEVER LETTING DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCE INTERFERE WITH UNILATERAL ACTION.

A. (LINCOLN NOT REPORTING ON OAS, AS DEVELOPMENTS WELL KNOWN TO HQS.)

B. MARCO ANTONIO FRANCO CHACON ELECTED PRES OF VSSURNT CONGRESS. HE RECENTLY VISITED IRON CURTAIN COUNTRIES.

C. CGTG SENT 'MESSAGE TO USSR ON FIRST ANNIVERSARY STALIN': DEATH AND PGT ALSO COMMEMORATED EVENT.

D. MARTINEZ ALLEGEDLY PURCHASED SIZEABLE QUANTITIES ARMS IN SWITZERLAND.

E. VSSURNT AND TO HTPLUSE PLANNING PARTICIPATE IN COMMIE RALLY IN HTPLUSE.

F. VSSURNT TRYING GET FURTHER INFO FROM DELGANO.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE CALL NO.
G. ANTI-U. S. PROPAGANDA, FOLLOWING COMMIE LINE, QUANTING IN INTENSITY. INDICATIONS AVAILABLE THAT GOVT PLANS CAPITALIZE ON OAS RESULTS TO REDOUBLE CAMPAIGN.

2. FRIENDLY: FRIENDLY FORCES SOMEWHAT DISCOURAGED BY OAS PROGRESS SO FAR. FRIENDLY ORGANIZATION CONTINUES, FIRMING UP TOWARD TIMETABLE SUGGESTED LINC 828 (IN 23205). 

A. SYNCARP DISAPPOINTED ITS MATERIAL NOT BEING USED AT OAS AND PRESSING $KIN渣 DAILY ON THIS POINT.

B. ONTRICH REPORTS GOOD PROGRESS IN NEGOTIATIONS WITH CALLIGERIS. CADICK IN FIELD SURVEYING ASSETS AND PREPARATIONS.

C. PREPARING GO NEXT TO ORGANIZE HEMISPHERE ANTI-RED CONF.

D. REVEALING POLITICAL, KUGOWN, AND KUMIRE OPS LEADS WHICH LINC HASTENING EXPLOIT.

E. LOGISTICS PLAN PROGRESSING SATISFACTORILY.

F. SCRANTON, SARANAC TNG PROGRESSING.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS:

A. GENERAL RESTUDY AND COMPAERTMENTATION OF CALLIGERIS ASSETS IN FULL SWING. DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURE INDEPENDENT OF G BEING PUSHED.

B. SPECIFIC:
8 MAR 54
LING 963 (IN 27105)
PAGE -3-

FT/1: INVESTIGATION ANTI-GOVERNMENT TEACHERS' UNION.
FT/2: CONTINUING PRODUCTION.
FT/5: PRIORITY BASIS ROC BEING SOUGHT.
FT/8: APPARENT PROVOCATION ATTEMPT INITIATED BY ENEMY TO DISCREDIT AGENT WITH LEGITIMATE EMPLOYER.
FT/11: ERRATIC PROVING BE SOURCE OF ENEMY-PLANTED INFO AGAINST ARENAS, ETC.
FT/18: WEIGNT CONSULT WITH USHOOFAS CLAIMS TO HAVE THREE PENETRATIONS OF CALLIGERIS OOPS.
PT/1: RAHZARA ABOUT TO BE DISMISSED BY APPEARS TO HAVE GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH ESSENCE AND SEEMS POSSIBLE. LING SUPPLYING MATERIAL.
PT/3: LING SUPPLYING MATERIAL.
PT/8A: STATION YSAU AUDIBLE IN WEIGNT AND MAY BE USED.
PT/6: RESPONDING TO LING DIRECTION ON WAKE UP.
PT/7: GOING WEXI TO MARCH TO PLAN ANTI-RED CONFI AND WILL INCLUDE LIASON THEREIN.
PT/8: ESMAELDITI BEING DEBRIEFEON RE KUFIRE LEADS AND LABOR INFO.
PT/9: GIVING EXCELLENT KUGOON SUPPORT.
PT/11: NEW SITE OCCUPIED OUT NOT YET MOVED.
PT/12: HEDGEP COVER JEOPARDIZE. NEW CASE OFF REQUESTED. WEIGNT CANDIDATE IN PBOFINE OUT ETA LING UNKNOWN.

SECRET
8 MAR 54
LING 963 (IN 27105)
PAGE - 4 -

PT/13: NEW SITE OCCUPIED. CASE OFF ARRIVED AND BEING BRIEFED.

"PT/14: HQS ACTION REQUIRED.
MT/1: NEW TRNG CANDIDATES UNDER WAY.
MT/2: CADICK INSPECTING.
MT/3: TRNG PROGRESSING, WITH MORE RECRUITS.
MT/6: SATISFACTORY PROGRESS.
MT/7: AIR SUPPORT PLAN COMPLETED, COORDINATED WITH AMO AND POUCHED TO OAH FOR APPROVAL. AIR CREWS MET AND BRIEFED IN LING AREA. INVESTIGATION USING FJHOPEFUL GUARDS AD CARGO DISPATCHERS. AIR LIFT ON PHASE I TONNAGE WILL BE COMPLETE 0/A 15 MARCH."

2. ADVISE IF GUAT 200 (IN 26885) SHUO CONTAIN A PARA H AND J.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: THIS MESSAGE DELAYED IN TRANSMISSION.
TO: DIA

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: LINC 838 (IN 23450) - We burnat waging Longacca

with constant theme - Arbez get to break with

1. IN VIEW MODERATE QASYKE POSITION AT CONF. REF SEems Comm

MORE APPROPRIATE THAN EVER.

2. QASYKE COULD SAY IT BEING MODERATE SINCE PROSPECT OF
ARBENZ-COMMIE BREAK WAS POSSIBLY IN SIGHT. PROSPECT OF BREAK...

ALSO ONLY JUSTIFICATION FOR ANY COUNTRY AT CONF TO BE TOLERANT.
IF WSBURNAT DOES NOT FOLLOW THROUGH ON ITS PROMISE TO
FIGUERES, THEN IT WILL BE INCUMBENT ON CONFERENCE TO BE MUCH
STERNER. IN OTHER WORDS, THIS WSBURNAT'S LAST CHANCE.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
DATE: 10 MAR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1002 (IN 26014) 23512 10 MAR 54 ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR CITE: SLING

PUBSUCCESS RYBAY
JUSWAG

RE: 978 (IN 25656) (notable locate photos)

YOUR MISSION CHIEF SHOWED LANGTRY SEVERAL PHOTOS RESULTING
FROM SURREPTITIOUS ENTRY TO BURNED INSTALLATION. PHOTO RECALLED OF
MOST INTEREST WAS CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN CZECH LEGATION AND WSBURNED
ATTACHE.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 9 MAR 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)

SECRET

1990
1 4
2 5
3 6

LINC 969 (IN 25645) 00032 10 MAR 54

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

TD: DIR
CITE: BLINC

RYBAT PSUCCESS

1. ACCORDING OISD REPORT K10602 ON WSBURNT COFFEE INDUSTRY PAGE 9 PBPRIME BANKING HOUSE IN 1952 CARRIED ON ITS BOOKS $100,000 LOAN TO FANJUL. THIS LOAN SUBSEQUENTLY PAID OFF. CAN YOU SUBSTANTIATE?

2. LINC COMMENT: FANJUL BELIEVED HEAVILY IN DEBT, THEREFORE ASSUME LOAN FUNDED BY OTHER PBPRIME BANKING HOUSE. CAN YOU CONFIRM?

3. THIS STRAIGHT CONJECTURE, BUT POSSIBILITY FANJUL HANDLING ARGENT FINANCIAL INTERESTS WORTH EXPLORING. IN THAT CONTEXT: WHAT TRUTH IS THERE TO ALLEGATION FANJUL DEPOSIT SIZEABLE AMOUNT DOLLAR CURRENCY WITH NEW YORK BANK?

END OF MESSAGE

Please check and immediately obtain the above data.

2/17 9 MAR 54

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO:       DIRECTOR       
FROM:     LINCOLN       
ACTION:   WH (1-3)       
INFO 1       

LINC 983 (IN 25674)   0251Z 10 MAR 54       ROUTINE PRESENCE       
RE:       (IN 25298)       FILM       CITE:  SLINC       

RYBAT PSUCCESS       
IMMEDIATE ACTION       
FOR LUSTON       

1. ADVISE CALLIGER'S SKINNER HAS USED PREVIOUS MATERIAL       
FOR BEHIND THE SCENES INFLUENCE.       

2. ADVISE C SCOWDER CONSIDERS TIME RIGHT FOR HIM TO SEND       
HIS TEL LAWYERS TO CON PULM WITH ADDED MATERIAL. THEY SHOULD       
PRESENT IT TO PRESS AND DIPLOMATS AS FEASIBLE. FRANCISCO       
HENDZER, EDITOR EL INDEPENDENCIA, IS IN CARACAS AND MAY BE USEFUL       
CONTACT.       

3. HAVE C IMPRESS NEED FOR RIGOROUS DISCRETION, SECURITY,       
COMMON SENSE ON LAWYERS. #SBURN DELEGATION AND CONSULATES       
LIKELY ATTEMPT MAKE THEM RICICULOUS OR DRAW THEM INTO       
DAMAGING ADMISSIONS. TELL THEM BEware ANYONE WHO EAGER       
TO "GIVE HEL."
10 MAR 54
LING 983 (IN 23679)
PAGE 2

4. SCONBER NO LONGER WISHES INCLUDED ON
TRIP.

5. ADVISE DELEGATES' ETA CARACAS.

END OF MESSAGE
**TO:** DIRECTOR  
**FROM:** LINCOLN  
**ACTION:** WH (1-3)  
**INFO:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LING 997 (IN 25928)</th>
<th>17332 10 MAR 54</th>
<th>ROUTINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO:</td>
<td>INFO: DIR</td>
<td>CITE: SLING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYBAT PB SUCCESS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR LUOTON

INFORM CALLIGERIS PIVALL REPORTS 25 PERCENT HIS INCOMING PERSONNEL HAS VD. CALLIGERIS IS HENCEFORTH TO GIVE MEN COMPLETE MEDICAL EXAM PRIOR SENDING TO KMFLUSH.  

END OF MESSAGE
1. LINC NOTES (Prensa Libre, 26 Feb) THAT 100 POOR HAVE BEEN LIVING IN ESCUINtLA CEMETERY. THEY NOW TO BE MOVED BECAUSE THEY CONSTITUTE "HEALTH HAZARD."

2. SINCE ESCUINtLA IS COMMIE STRONGHOLD, THIS APPEARS OPENING TO SHOW ANTI-COMMIE CHARITY AND UNMASK COMMIE CALLousNESS.

3. SUGGEST RAZMARA AND SUBJ OF GUAT 171 (IN 25283) PREVAIL ON ASOCIACION GENERAL AGRICULTORES (AGA) OR OTHER LOGICAL, AFFLUENT CHANNEL TO CONTRIBUTE CASH RELIEF, MEDICAL AID, CLOTHING, ETC TO THE 100. THIS MOVE SHOULD BE MADE WITH SIMPLE STATEMENTS OF CONCERN, CHARITY AND KINDNESS. DONATION OF AID SHOULD NOT BE ACCOMPANIED BY ANY ANTI-COMMIE PROPAGANDA ON PART OF DONATING GC.

4. ESSENCE SHOULD FOLLOW UP INDEPENDENTLY TO HAVE ESCUINtLA ANTI-COMMIES SPREAD WORD this INCIDENT SHOWS COMMIES CRUELLY NEGLECT PEOPLE. WHILE MAYOR GOES MOSCOW, PEOPLE SUFFER, ETC.

5. IF AGA RETICENT, HAVE SUBJ OF GUAT 171 IMPRESS IDEA THAT SUCH ACTIONS LICK COMMIES FASTER THAN MERE ANTI-COMMIE TALK.
11 MAR 54
LINC 1911 (IN 26976)
PAGE 2

IF INDIGENOUS FUNDS UNAVAILABLE REQUEST AUTHORITY FROM LINC TO FUND OP.

6. REPORT PROGRESS SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTOR

LINCOLN

WH (1-3)

TO: SQUAT

INFO: DIR

PBSUCCESS RYBAT

1. LINC EXTREMELY INTERESTED IN PAR SPLIT AND POSSIBLE
   FORMATION "AGRARIAN NATIONALIST PARTY."

2. REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS ON:
   A. PERSONALITIES MARIO PAIZ NOVALES, SALVADOR CHICAS
      CARRILLO AND FIVE SUSPENDED PARISTAS.
   B. POSSIBLE STATION ACTION TO CONVERT SUSPENSION OF
      FIVE INTO WITHDRAWAL OR EXPULSION.
   C. POSSIBILITY EFFECTING FURTHER WITHDRAWALS AND
      EXPULSIONS.
   D. RELATIONSHIP EXPELLED AND SUSPENDED MEN TO CNCG
      AND IKAN (ALSO RECEIVED DAN).
   E. PRESUMABLE PLATFORM NEW PARTY. WILL IT REMAIN PRO
      GOVT OR NOT?
   F. PRESUMABLE POPULAR SUPPORT.

3. IF ABOVE APPRAISAL HOPEFUL, SUGGEST YOU EXAMINE STATION
   ASSETS TO DETERMINE WAY OF MAKING CONTACT WITH EXPELLEES IN ORDER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE—Copy No.
11 MAR 54
LINC 1/20 (IN 26442)

PAGE 2

TO CHANNEL THEM SUPPORT, FUNDS, ETC. ALSO REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS
POTENTIAL RECEP'TIVITY OF CP TO SYNCARP APPROACH.

4. CABLE SUMMARY REPLY. POUCH DETAILS.

5. FYI: LINC AWARE YOUR PERSONNEL SHORTAGE AND RELIES ON
YOUR JUDGMENT AND EFFORT IN DIFFICULT SITUATION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:  DIRECTOR  
FROM:  LINCOLN  
ACTION:  WH (1-3)  
INSG:  DCI (L), O/CCI (5), DD/P (L) (6)  

LINE 1032 (IN 26771)  19032 12 MAR 54  OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE  
PRECEDENCE  
CITE:  SLING  

RYBAT FBSUCCESS  

1. PRELIMINARY DEBRIEFING CADICK/O'NTRICH RESULT THEIR PERSONAL  
INVESTIGATION AND STAFF WORK IN BOTH M'SHOFS AND DIFROGS CLEARLY  
INDICATES ALL OPERATIONS BOTH COUNTRIES HINGE UPON VISIT BY  

2.  

3.  ASSURES AND HAS THUS  

PAR DE ONSFRAED COMPLETE WILLINGNESS PROVIDE COVERT SUPPORT  
CALLIGERTS AND ONLY WANTS SOME HIGH LEVEL ASSURANCE OF REAL SUPPORT  
FOR CALLIGERTS AS PAST HAS BEEN SO UNCERTAIN  

A CALLIGERTS SUPPORTER,  
ARRANGED FOR CADICK/O'NTRICH VIS IN DIFROGS WITH JURAN, C AND O  
ACTING ONLY AS REPS OF SKUNKER UNDER ALIASES RECEIVED IMPRESSION  

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE - COPY NO. K
12 MAR 54
LINC 1032 (IN 26771)
PAGE -2-

COMPLETELY WILLING PROVIDE CALLIGERIS FULL COVERT SUPPORT AND ONLY REQUIRED SOME CONFIRMATION OF ADEQUATE SUPPLY BEHIND CALLIGERIS.

5. BOTH ABOVE ARE UNEASY THAT HAS APPARENTLY RECEIVED SOME ASSURANCE AND THEY HAVE NOT THEY ARE INDIVIDUALLY APPREHENSIVE OVER A STRICTLY SPONSORED MOVEMENT AND DESIRE ONLY TO BE ON EQUAL BASIS.

6. THE SKIMMER CONCEPT HAS BEEN ACCEPTED IN BOTH INSTANCES AS VALID APPROACH AND DO NOT ADVOCATE OR DESIRE EXCHANGE ON SUCH AS THEY TOO DESIRE REMAIN COVERT SUPPORT STATUS.

7. VIEW FOREGOING LINC HIGHLY RECOMMENDS BE AUTHORIZED TO CONTACT ALL THREE TO OFFICIAL AS COVERT REP OF SKIMMER. FAILURE TO PERMIT THIS APPROACH WILL CREATE UNFAVORABLE ATTITUDE WITHIN WERHOOPS AND OFFICE TOWARD SKIMMER AND RESULT IN CONFRONTING PRESENT IMPRESSING THAT ENTIRE MOVEMENT IS INSTITUTED THEREBY NEGATING PRESENT PROGRESS.

RECOMMEND ALSO BE AUTHORIZED TO SUGGEST TO IMMEDIATE APRoval OF GRIINITED RE MILITARY FACY AS JURANT INDICATED ATMOSPHERE VERY PROPITIOUS.

URGE DEPARTURE BE EXPEDITED AND THAT HIS COVER STORY BE FIXED UP RE LOCATING POSSIBLE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL SITES

6C. ADVISE (END OF MESSAGE)
TO:  DIRECTOR
FROM:  LINCOLN
ACTION:  KH (1-3)
INFO I

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED  1996

LINC 1016 (IN 26598)      0213Z 13 MAR 54
ROUTINE
TO:                    INFID: 01R
RE:  LINC 884 (IN 25548)
      RE: BUD SUCCESS
      FOR LUGTON

1. INFORM CALLIGERIS,
   WILL BE ASKED
BY PIVALL TO PROCEED DIRECTLY FROM KMFLUSH TO PBPRIME. SKINNER
RECRUITING AND VIA FANCLETT LETTERS.
   THEY TO COME DIRECT PBPRIME, NOT STOP WHOOPS.

2. FANCLETT WILL RECRUIT

3. UTILIZATION IN PBPRIME TO BE REVIEWED AND C
   ADVISED. ON BASIS C'S REMARKS TO ONTRICH, SKINNER NO LONGER
   WANTS FOR KUGOINY. L OTHER MEN IN PARA 5 FGF.

4. CABLE NAMES, BIO DATA, 2 COSTA RICAN KUGOIN MEN C
   MENTIONED TO ONTRICH.

5. RE C'S REQUEST TO ONTRICH FDF KUGOIN GUIDANCE, HAVE
   HEGARTY PASS VOLUMINOUS LINC MATERIAL, INSTRUCTIONS SOONEST
   TO...
   ADVISE WHEN HEGARTY HAS DELIVERED MATERIAL.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Query No
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1047 (IN 26934) O5502 13 MAR 54 ROUTINE
INFO: DIR
SITE: Sling

RYBAT/PBSUCCESS

1. THE FULL UNCONFIRMED REPORT RECD FROM ESSENCE ON 3 MAR FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED SOURCE DESCRIBED BY HIM AS USUALLY ACCURATE: A GROUP OF HIGH MIL OFFICERS WILL SOON HOLD MTG WITH CALLIGERIS REPRESENTATIVE AT GUANAGAYAPA (APPROX 16 KM ESE OF ESCUINTLA). OFFCS WILL ISSUE ULTIMATUM TO C THAT WE TAKE ACTION NOW OR NEAR FUTURE OR THEY WILL PROCEED WITHOUT HIM. EVAL: C 3.

2. REQUEST C COMMENTS. EMPHASIZE DANGERS ANY SUCH MTGS, POSSIBILITY OF PROVOCATION, POSSIBILITY REVELATION OR DETAILS TO EDCY. IF REPORT TRUE, REQUEST NO MTG BE HELD UNTIL FULL SCONBER AGREEMENT.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Lincoln has recommended maintain present status until completion Pbsuccess. Unable state termination date Pbsuccess activities.

2. Request you advise Lincoln station personnel essential maintain and provide necessary support Pbsuccess.

End of message.
TO:  LINCOLN  
FROM:  LINCOLN  
ACTION:  VM (1-3)  
INFO:  

LING 1058 (IN 27116)  
23112 13 MAR 54  
RUTINE 
CITE:  SLING  

TO:  DIR  
FOR PEGABOOSE  
PBSUCCESS RYBAT  
RE:  DIR 41616 (OUT 76689)  

1. PHASE 2-A PRIMARY STRIP SAME (DAYLIGHT ONLY). PHASE 2-A EMERGENCY ONLY STRIP LOCATED NEAR SAN MARCOS LEMPA. GRID ON 1460323 (DAYLIGHT ONLY).  

2. PHASE 2-B PRIMARY STRIP LOCATED NEAR LAS FLORES 14 DEGREES 13 MINUTES NORTH 87 DEGREES 47 MINUTES WEST (DAY LIGHT ONLY). PHASE 2-B SECONDARY STRIP LOCATED TEGUCICALPA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (NIGHT ONLY).  

3. USE OF ABOVE FIELDS AND AVAILABILITY REFUELING PENDING APPROVAL  
THIS APPROVAL EXPECTED NEXT TWO DAYS.  

4. EMERGENCY LANDINGS AND REFUELING NOT BEING NEGOTIATED WITH KMFLUSH, CTFROGS, AND WSHOOGS. DO NOT PLAN USE LCPANGS.  
WILL ADVISE SAME AS PARA 3.  

IT IS "FORBIDDEN" TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.  
Copy No
15 MAR 54
LING 1058 (IN 27116)

5. ONLY ADVANCE STAGING BASE IN VIEW THIS TIME IS MANAGUA. WILL ADVISE.

6. ESCAPE AND EVASION ASPECTS PHASE 2 AND 3 IN ACCORDANCE WITH COVER STORY, PILOTS TO BE PROTECTED BY P6PRIME EMBASSY. PHASE 4E AND E PLAN NOT EXPECTED UNTIL D-DAY MINUS 10.

END OF MESSAGE
FROM: ACTION  

CABLE 

SECRET 

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM 
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996 

ROUTING AND RECORD SHEET 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Room No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Officer's Initials</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>REMAP/MISSCODES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>JC says get</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N 1111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-3 JC says get</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each comment should be numbered to correspond with number in To column. 
A line should be drawn across sheet under each comment. 
Office designations should be used in To column. 
Each officer should initial (check mark insufficient) before further routing. 
Action desired or action taken should be indicated in Comments column. 
Routing sheet should always be returned to registry for office designations see separate sheet. 

SECRET  

1065
LINC 1065 (IN 27125)  0038Z 14 MAR 54
TO: DIR
PBSUCCESS RYBAT
RE: GUAT 199 (IN 26822)

1. NEW ODA CID COURIER SCHEDULE PROVIDES ONE POUCH WEEKLY FROM LINCOLN DIRECT TO FIELD REQUIRE TWO DIRECT OUTGOING AND INCOMING COURIERS WEEKLY.

2. RECENT COURIER SCHEDULE CHANGE ONLY ADDED ADDITIONAL SERVICE FOR WEST INDIES. DID NOT INCREASE EFFICIENCY OR FREQUENCY SERVICE MIAMI TO CENTRAL AMERICA. TWICE WEEKLY SERVICE FROM FIELD TO LINCOLN POSSIBLE ONLY IF MIAMI TO PANAMA (VIA CENTRAL AMERICA) COURIER WILL ACCEPT POUCHES FOR LARCO AND PARANA ODA CID WILL SEND OUT MONDAY VIA WEST INDIES COURIER POUCHES RECEIVED PANAMA SATURDAY.

3. PENDING ESTABLISHMENT TWO DIRECT COURIERS;
   A. INSTRUCT ODA CID PLACE LARCO MAIL IN SEPARATE POUCH ADDRESSED DIRECT NOT SEND TO MEXICO FOR RE-POUCHING (THIS TO ELIMINATE CONDITION CITED GUAT 199).
CID COURIERS ACCEPT LARCO POUCHES ON ALL U AND DOWN TRIPS.

INSTRUCT COACIO PACY SEND LARCO POUCHES RECEIVED TODAY SATURDAY TO MIAMI BY COURIER DEPARTING MONDAY VIA WEST INDIES.

END OF MESSAGE
Ling 1066 (in 27121)

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. AFTER FULL CONSIDERATION, LING HAS DECIDED UNSUITABLE FOR SUGGESTED MIPLACCE OP. HE TOO INDISCREET, VOLATILE, INEXPERIENCED IN CLANDESTINE TECHNIQUES.

2. ONTRICH DISCUSSED CASE WITH CALLIGERIS, C AGREES SHOULD BE KEPT OUT OF ALL OPS. BUT WOULD BE SUITABLE FOR PROPAGANDA SPEAKING TOUR THROUGH CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA PROVIDED HE ACCOMPANIED BY DTFRGS, AND WOULD MAKE OWN ITINERARY, THUS NOT EXPOSING KUGORN ASSETS.

3. LING CONCURS THIS PROPOSAL. LING WOULD PROVIDE 2 STANDARD SPEECHES TO ONE FOR "NEUTRALIST" ONE FOR STOUTLY ANTI-COMMIE AREAS.

4. REQUEST HQS APPROVAL AND AUTHORIZATION $4,000 FOR APPROXIMATELY 6 WEEKS TOUR AND

END OF MESSAGE
IMMEDIATE ACTION

FOR LUGTON

1. INFORM CALLIGERIS THAT BECAUSE OF REPORTS RECEIVED BY SKINNER ON SECANT'S DANGER IN USBURN'T AND RECENT ARREST IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT CALLIGERIS SEND MESSAGE TO SECANT ORDERING HIM TO:
   A. SET UP HIS NETS.
   B. COMPLETELY BRIEF HIS REPLACEMENT.
   C. BE PREPARED TO RUN HIS NETS FROM OUTSIDE USBURN'T.
   D. BRING OUT COMPLETE OPS INFO.
   E. SECANT BE IN 'SHOOFs ON 25 MARCH.

2. 'SHOOFs WILL BE IN 'SHOOFs 25 MARCH FOR FULL DEBRIEFING OF SECANT.

3. SKINNER FULLY CONVINCED OF SECANT'S IMPORTANT POSITION AND REALIZES EFFECTS OF THIS ACTION ON WORK HE IS DOING, BUT SKINNER MUST BE ABSOLUTELY SURE SECANT NOT COULLED, NETS OK, HAVE FULL OPS INFO ON ALL HIS CONTACTS BEFORE 1 APRIL WHEN ARMS START ARRIVING.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
LINC 1876 (IN 27390) 17217 15 MAR 54 RURITE
TO: INFO: DIR.
RE: .
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. LINC VITALLY NEEDS SECURE RADIO CHANNEL TO CALLICERIS, THUS
ORIGINATED LINC 807 (IN 22759). REGRET THIS NOT CLEAR. ADVISE.

2. CRYPTO SCRANTON HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED. IDEN A WASH CHANGED
TO IDEN B RESULT IDEN C COMPROMISE.

3. RE SCRANTON TIME TABLE, FYI LINC REVISING APPROACH, WILL ADVISE
DETAILS. MEANWHILE CONTINUE PRESENT TRAINING.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 15 MAR 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGR
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 1877 (IN 27391) 17217 15 MAR 54 ROUTINE INFO: DIR.
PRECEDE CITE: SLINC

TO:
RE: LINC 1876 (IN 27390)
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

IDEN A: TAPTA.
IDEN B: SING.
IDEN C: DELGADO.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1081 (IN 27415)  1843Z 15 MAR 54
TO: INFO: DIR.
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR LUCTON/CALLIGERIS

TALKING AND UNDER 112SBURN SURVEILLANCE. PERMANENTLY
REMOVED FROM CALLIGERIS ACTIVITIES KMFLUSH. STORAX UPSET. PLS
MOVE FROM KMFLUSH TEMPORARILY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 1080 (IN 27445)  18247 15 MAR 54  ROUTINE
TO: DIR
RE: PBSUCCESS RYBAT

RECOMMEND AS MOST EFFICIENT METHOD FUNDING FJHOPEFUL:

(1) FUNDS CARETAKER

(2) CARETAKER ACCOUNTS TO

(3) TRANSFERS PBSUCCESS EXPENSES TO HQS IN REGULAR MANNER

(4) LINC PERIODICALLY AUTHORIZES AMOUNTS TO RELEASE TO CARETAKER.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 17 MAR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LINC 1133 (IN 28254)  20457 17 MAR 54

TO: INFO: DIR.
FROM: SLINC
INFO: DIR.

SUCCESS RYBAT
FOR PIVALL
RE: LINC 1133 (IN 28318)

IDENTITY
10. FLORIDA, HONDURAS
11. CARIAS VIEJAS, HONDURAS
12. ENLAE RIOS, GUATEMALA
13. ASUNCION MITA
14. GUALAN

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
**CLASSIFIED MESSAGE**

**DATE:** 17 MAR 54

**FROM:** LINCOLN

**ACTION:** WH (1-3)

**INFO:**

---

**LINC 1133 (IN 28318) 0004Z 18 MAR 54 ROUTINE**

**TO:** INFO: DIR.

**INFO:** PBSUCCESS RYBAT FOR PIVALL

**RE:** LINC 562 (IN 19536)

**FURTHER FIELD CRYPTO:**

10. JACK
11. KENT
12. LARRY
13. MIKE
14. NICK.

---

**SECRET**

**IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE**
IT MAY BE NECESSARY YOU GO DTFROGS APPROXIMATELY APPROXIMATELY 3 DAY JOB. YOU WILL BE DIRECTED WHEN TO ARRIVE DTFROGS.

2. YOUR TASK DTFROGS:
   A. CHECK IN AT
   B. IDEN A WILL BE PROVIDED YOUR TRAVEL NAME BY LINCOLN. ADVISE LINCOLN TRAVEL NAME.
   C. IDEN A IS UNWITTING COURIER TO DTFROGS AND WILL CARRY SEALED ENVELOPE YOU TO AND VICE VERSA.
   D. CALLIGERIS WILL ARRANGE CONTACT YOU, HIS APPOINTED YOU 3 MEET AND YOU SEE THAT THEY COORDINATE.
   E. DTFROGS WILL INSTRUCT YOU VIA IDEN A AS TO CUTOUT TO BE USED YOUR ABSENCE TO DTFROGS FROM CALLIGERIS MAN.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
19 Mar 54
LINC 1175 (IN 29047)
PAGE 2

INFO TO YOU AND IS NOT TO KNOW OF EXISTENCE ANY OTHER
GROUP PERSONNEL IN OTFROGS.

3. DETAILS DISCUSS IN CONFERENCE:

A. REQUEST FOUR PLANLOADS ILOPANGO FIELD BETWEEN
1 AND 4 APRIL. TEN PLANLOADS COMMENCING APPROXIMATELY
25 APRIL.

B. OPERATIONS INCLUDING
PROVISION 2,000 GALLONS 90-1-98 OR HIGHER OCTANE GASOLINE,
TRANSPORTATION OF GEAR TO STORAGE SITE.

C. OBTAIN DETAILS FOR ABOVE AND INSURE SELF CALLIGERIS
CAN HANDLE.

D. IN EVENT PARAS 3-A AND 3-B UNOBTAINABLE; REQUEST FOR
PLANLOADS CAVN LANDINGS BETWEEN 1 APRIL AND 4 APRIL AT BLACK
STRIP ONLY.

4. OUTFROGS WILL ACCOMPLISH YOU WITH BLACK
STRIP DETAILS AND LOCATION AND PROCUREMENT 2 STAGING SITES.
CALLIGERIS WILL KNOW THIRD STAGING SITE AND STORAGE AREA
AND TRUCKING DETAILS.

5. CALLIGERIS WILL MEET IDEN B IN TEGU 26 MARCH AND
DISCUSS FINALS WINDOFS MOVEMENTS DUE TO OCCUR 5 APRIL TO COMPLETE
APPROXIMATELY 25 APRIL.

6. YOU WILL MEET IDEN B IN TEGU 27 MARCH TO PASS FINALS
OUTROGS MOVEMENTS AFTER WHICH YOU WILL RETURN TO SARANAC.

7. CONFIRM CAPABILITY TO COMPLY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIA
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO

SLING 1180 (IN 29106) 23502 19 MAR 54 ROUTINE

TO SI
INFO: DIA

CITY: SLING

FOR LUGTON

PB SUCCESS RYBAT

1. DISCUSS JUAREZ WITH CALLIPER'S.
2. SKINNER RECEIVED INFO IS PENETRATION RECEIVING MONEY FROM GSBURNET IS CALLIPER'S PROVIDING SAME? HOW IS IT TRANSMITTED TO IN MEXICO? ANY OF AN IMMIGRANT OR CARRIAGE ACCIDENT? THAT WITH THE DEPT OF PARTICIPATION IN SALAMANCA WHERE ARE YOU AT THE PRELIMINARY?
3. NO SOLI WILL POOL AVAILABLE AT TOSICA OR WHERE
IS FOURNIER RELATIONS WITH FERNAIIO CONTESA CONSIDERED SUSPECTED BY CALLIPER'S AS CONTACT FOR ORLANDO DELFON DISCUSS WITH CALLIPER'S.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. VISA PROBLEM SOLVED BUT HE —— AND EXPECT DECISION 21 MARCH WHETHER HE CAN PROCEED MEXICO OR MUST RETURN BAY ST LOUIS.

2. FOR DIR: RE DIR 42385 (OUT 79263), VISIT MEXICO BELIEVED VERY WORTHWHILE AS UNIFYING FORCE AMONG SEVERAL RESURGENT SPLINTER GROUPS. FUNCTION RE CONGRESS UNCHANGED.

END OF MESSAGE
BELIEVE IDEA EXCELLENT. SUGGEST LINE BE THAT IMPORTATION CHEAP, HOOFMOUTH PIGS BEING DONE BY PELLECER-RUN COONIC BUSINESS CLIQUE. ARMY HEALTH JEOPARDIZED BY DISEASED MEAT AND ARMY PRESSING GOVT TO SEND SLAUGHTERING TEAMS.

2. THIS WOULD GIVE SPECIAL POINT TO PAPA 7A, REF A. PELLECER WOULD BE ACCUSED OF COVERING UP HIS OWN DEALS.

3. FOR GUAT: USE ESSENCE PHONE TEAM TO MAKE CALLS OSTENSIBLY FROM MEAT MARKETS TO ADVISE CUSTOMERS THEIR PORK NOT PELLECER-COMMUNIST ORIGIN. TELL AND "SE MARKET WOMEN DISCUSS WITH MANAGER. IMPLEMENT ABOVE ON HIS RETURN.

END OF MESSAGE
1. REQUEST AUTHORIZATION PROCURe FIFTY SHORT AND LONG WAVE RADIO SETS WITH NOTIONAL BRAND MARKINGS, BATTERY AND ONE HUNDRED AND TEN VOLT POWERED. FOR EXCLUSIVE USE IN TARGET CAPITAL SHORTLY PRIOR TO D DAY.

2. MOST FEASIBLE RAPID PROCUREMENT FOLLOWS. TERRANCE GINSET PROCEED NEW YORK TO ARRANGE

"G2 CANCEL PURCHASE ON LOCAL MARKET FROM NEW YORK "MANUFACTURERS.

3. IMMEDIATE APPROVAL NECESSARY TO MEET SHERWOOD DEADLINE. DETAILS INFILTRATION INTO NSPQHT TO BE SUBMITTED WHEN ASSURED SUITABLE SETS AVAILABLE. GENERAL PLAN IS SPOT SETS AT KEY GATHERING POINTS IN BURNED CAPITAL.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LINE 1211 (IN 29396)  0115Z 22 MAR 54  ROUTINE
INFO: DIR
CITE: BLIND

RE:

1. INFORM TRAINEES NEW TYPE POST BAR CAPS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR OPERATIONAL USE IN FULL QUANTITY. DOUBLE CAP EACH CHARGE.

2. ADVISE LINC PERCENTAGE EFFICIENCY PRESENT CAPS.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 1210 (IN 29397) 0115Z 22 MAR 54
TO: INFO: DIR
RE: CITE: SLING
P3SSUCCESS KYGAT

1. REF PARA 2: EXCELLENT.

2. AM ASSUMING 24 DEPARTURE INCLUDE SOME QUALIFIED SAB LEADEAS AND SOME TO BE ASSIGNED MISCELLANEOUS NON SAB JOBS.

3. ASSUMPTION CORRECT! CABLE NUMBERS BREAKDOWN. POUCH IDENS WHEN ABLE.

4. AM ASSUMING 30 LEADER TRAINEES.

5. FOR MIDDLECOTT: INDICATE ARRIVAL EACH ADDITIONAL COMMD TRAINEE. USE TRUE NAME WITH ALIAS.

5. INDICATE EACH CABLE WHICH INFO PASSED CALLIGERIS SO LING CAN PASS THAT NECESSARY FOR CALLIGERIS KNOWLEDGE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)

LING 1212 (IN 29395) 0115Z 22 MAR 54
TO: PBSUCCESS RYBAT
INFO: OIR
RE:

1. LING DID NOT AUTHORIZE PROCUREMENT LEGAL DOCUMENTS. ADVISE IF YOUR POSITION KMFLUSH UNTIL COMPLETION TRAINING UTENABLE WITHOUT SAME. ADVISE IF AT THAT TIME YOU CAN PROCEED WITH PRESENT WSHOOFs DOCUMENTS TO WSHOOFs. YOU ARE TO USE CALLIGERIS DOCUMENTATION CHANNELS FOR MOVEMENTS OUTSIDE KMFLUSH.

2. REGRET YOU NOT INFORMED.

END OF MESSAGE
SECRET

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: MH (1-3)

INFO

LING 1231 (IN 29619)  1A237  22 MAR 54
TO: GUAT
INFO: OIR
CITE: SLING

AYBAT PDSUCCESS
RE: GUAT 161 (IN 24406)

THE ESPERANCE PROJECT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED FT NUMBER 214 AT AN
ESTIMATED COST OF $400 MONTHLY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: SQUAT
INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. ARE ESSENCE RADIO PROGRAMS STILL GOING? IF SO, SPECIFY WHETHER DISCS, TAPES OR SCRIPTS NEEDED FROM LINC.

2. REQUEST AUDIBILITY REPORTS ON STATIONS:
   A. HRQ, 6125 KC, 49 METER BAND, 1145-1240 HRS
   B. HRA, 5925 KC, 49 MTR BAND, 1500-1530 HRS
   C. HRLP, 6454 KC AND 610 KC, 0715-0730 HRS.

3. CABLE REPLIES.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1252 (IN 29782) 0422Z 23 MAR 54 ROUTINE
TO:
INFO: OIR
CITE: SLING

PBSUCCESS RYBAT FOR HAGERTY

1. APPROVE PENNANT IDEA, BUT COMMUNIST WILL ATTACK RED WHITE BLUE AS COLORS OF U.S.A.

2. SUGGEST BLUE WHITE BLUE WITH BLACK SYMBOL OR ANY CALLIGERIS CHOICE EXCEPT RED WHITE BLUE.

3. CABLE COLOR CHOICE AND LINCOLN WILL EXPEDITE PRODUCTION 20000.

END OF MESSAGE
LINCOLN SITREP WEEK 15-22 MARCH

1. ENEMY:

   ENEMY DIPLOMATIC DEFECT AT CARACAS FOLLOWED BY NUMEROUS
   SIGNS INTERNAL APPREHENSION AND TENSION. REPORTS FROM TWO SOURCES
   CLAIM ENEMY ABOUT 10 APRIL PLANS ANNOUNCE NEW "PLOT", ARREST
   OPPOSITIONISTS. WSBURNT AGENTS OPERATING OUT OF DTFRGOS SAID TO
   BE ATTEMPTING PENETRATE CALLIGERIS ORG IN KUFLUSH AND WSHOOF.
   FURTHER REPORTS RECEIVED WSBURNT GOVT TRYING ACQUIRE FOREIGN ARMS.
   ON ENEMY POLITICAL FRONT, PAR SPLIT AND OTHER RIVALRIES CONTINUE.
   FINANCE MINISTER CONFESSSES ECONOMIC FUTURE UNCERTAIN. GOVT WORRIES
   ABOUT COMMIE INSTIGATED LAND SEIZURE SHARPEN. SPORADIC PROPAGANDA
   ACTIONS ATTEMPT COVER UP CARACAS LOSS. GOVT APPARENTLY QUITE SENSITIVE
   TO APPEARANCE CALLIGERIS DELEGATION AT CARACAS.

2. FRIENDLY:

   FRIENDLY ORG SHOWED APPRECIABLE PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS.
   COORDINATION WITH CALLIGERIS TIGHTENED BY RECENT ONTRICH-CADICK

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
23 MAR 54
LINC 1254 (IN 29759)

PAGE -2-

FIELD TRIP. SECANT BEING PULLED OUT OF WSBURNT. CALLIGERIS INTEL PRODUCTION BEGINNING FLOW IN, EXCHANGE OF INFO BETWEEN SYNCARP AND SKIMMER SYSTEMATIZED. INDEPENDENT KUFIRE NETS OUT OF RESEARCH STAGE AND SPOTTING UNDER WAY OF LABOR, MILITARY, POLITICAL LEADS, FAYCLETT IN MEXICO TO ORGANIZE ANTI RED CONF. CALLIGERIS DELEGATES AT CARACAS. COMBAT, CEUAGE PRINTING LINC COPY, CEUAGE BEING CONVERTED INTO MILITARY ORGAN. ESSENCE DEVELOPING NUMEROUS PROPAGANDA/POLITICAL ACTION BRANCHES THROUGHOUT WSBURNT. OVER 100 TRAINEES AT SARANAC/SCRANTON, FIRST SAB CLASS GRADUATE. AIR AND LOGISTICS PLANS PROCEEDING WELL. INITIAL FORMAL APPROACHES TO DTFRGOS AND WSNOFS FOR SUPPORT APPEAR SATISFACTORY.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS:

A. CONCURRENCE IN PRINCIPLE RECEIVED FOR SECOND INTERIM REPORT, STAGE TWO. HENRY GILRAT IN KUFLUSH. LCFLUTTER PLAN APPROVED. ADDITIONAL LINC PERSONNEL APPROVED IN PRINCIPLE. HQS KUCORN SUPPORT MATERIALS RECEIVED. TWO WSBURNT WRITERS ARRIVED LINC. COS STATION GUAT RELIEVED. EARLE N BANNISTER IN CHARGE.

B. SPECIFIC TASKS:

FT/11: ERRATIC CONTACTED JUVIA-2 WITH INTELLIGENCE AND LIST OF HIS MIL ORG IN WSBURNT.

FT/18: CALLIGERIS SUBMITTED ORG CHART AND NAMES OF STAFF PERSONNEL. SEQUIN SUBMITTED INFO ON ORG INSIDE WSBURNT. SECANT DEBRIEFING SCHEDULED BEGIN 25 MAR WILL EXPAND THEREON. SLEEKER REPORTS BEING PROCESSED.
23 Mar 54
LING 125L (IN 29759)

SECRET

Page - 3 -

INDISCREET AND BEING TEMPORARILY REMOVED.

PT/4: RAIZARA STATUS AND RAIZARA ESSENCE RELATIONSHIP SATISFACTORYLY RESOLVED. PAYMENT OF ESSENCE OPERATIONAL EXPENSES BEGUN. INSTRUCTIONS ISSUED TO ESSENCE TELEPHONE TEAM AND ESSENCE CHALKING TEAM (TO MARK "25" ON WALLS).

PT/3: NEGARTY WILL MAKE TWICE MONTHLY CONTACT WITH FAGE. OTFROGS CUTOUT CHOSEN, WILL PASS MATERIAL ONLY. COMBAT PRINTED SEVERAL LINC ARTICLES.

PT/4A: STATION YSER WILL BE USED THRICE WEEKLY, 1900-1915. FIRST SCRIPTS FOR LINC APPROVAL DUE THIS WEEK.

PT/6: NEGARTY ESTABLISHED CONTACT. CEUAGE BEGAN CHANGING NAME TO "LA VOZ DEL EJERCITO". PUBLISHING INSERT UNDER THAT NAME.

PT/7: LIONIZER SECURING CARTOONS BY-WEEKLY FOR LINC REPRODUCTION AND RE-POUCHING TO CONTROLLED ORGANS.

PT/8: LABON COMMITTEE-IN-EXILE BEING STUDIED.

ESMERALDITE FURNISHED LABOR DEFECTION LEADS IN WSBURN.

PT/10: PROGRESS IMPeded BY INSECURITY IN MEXICO.

PT/11: AWAITING REPLACEMENT FOR MEDIGER.

PT/12: Awaiting replacement for Mediger.

PT/13:

ARRIVED. PAUL LANGEVIN VISITING WSBURN TO ACQUIRE LOCAL COLOR.

PT/17: HOOF AND YOUTH DISEASE CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY.

CHARACTER ASSASSINATION OP AGAINST ROGELIO CRUZ PER THROUGH FAKE
CP CARNET UNDER WAY. DP INITIATED TO SUGGEST SOVIET SUB LANDED ARMS IN KUFLUSH.

PT/18: IN MEXICO. ROLENDER COMING LINC TO DISCUSS.

MT/11: PROGRESSING WELL.

VT/2: AWAITING CONFIRMATION DTFR0GS SUPPORT.

MT/5: 10 MORE SAB AND COMVO TRAINEEs ARRIVED.

MT/6: SATISFACTORY PROGRESS.

MT/7: ALTERNATE PLAN COMPLETED FOR AILIFT TO KUFLUSH, TRUCK TO WSH0DFS AND DTFR0GS. PLAN CONTINGENT ON NATURE DTFR0GS.

WSH0DFS SUPPORT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)

LING 1259 (IN 23796)  0434Z 23 MAR 54  ROUTINE
INFO: OIR  CITE: SLING  PPSUCCESS RYBAT

1. ACCORDING BANNISTER, GUAT STATION PREPARING ELECTRIC POWER REPORT.

2. ABOVE NEEDED LING FOR SAB STUDY. PL8 EXPEDITE.

3. SHOW ENTRY ALL POWER LINES INTO CAPITAL AND LOCATION ALL LOCAL MAJOR GENERATING PLANTS.

END OF MESSAGE
I. PIVALL INFORMS LING SARANAC TRAINEE CAPTAIN FERNANDO ROMERO ACTING UP AS AGITATOR ATTEMPTING DISCORD ALL PERSONNEL SARANAC.

2. REMOVE HIM FROM CAMP IMMEDIATELY TO YOUR CUSTODY IN INTEREST UNITY. DISGUISE MOVE TO RESEMBLE BETTER ASSIGNMENT. SUGGEST HE BE ESCORTED ON SARANAC-OTFROGS' TRIP BY TRUSTED MEMBER SYNCARP.

3. DETAIN IN WSHOODS BY DELAYING TACTICS UNTIL LCFLUTTER ARRIVES. AGITATION IN TRAINING FAMILIAR OPPOSITION TACTIC.

4. USE SKIMMER COMM TO INFORM SARANAC YOUR DESIRED MANNER REMOVAL TO WSHOODS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LINC 1262 (IN 29010)  06062 23 MAR 54  ROUTINE
TO: PRITY
INFO: DIR.

FOR LUGTON
PASS TO CALLIGERIS PRIORITY BASIS
RE: LINC 1260 (IN 29771)

POSUCCESS RYBAT

1. IMPORTANT YOU EXERCISE LEADERSHIP AND INFORM SARANAC
TRAINNEES BY PERSONAL LETTER SUPPLEMENTED BY VERBAL ORDERS FROM
GONZALES.

A. TRAINING IS INTENTIONALLY RUGGED.
B. FACILITIES ARE LIMITED DUE SECURITY AND TIME ELEMENT.
C. THOSE WHO CANNOT STAND UP TO PECULIARITIES PRE-
PARATION FOR THIS BUSINESS WILL ONLY "BE IN WAY" THIS POINT FORWARD.
D. REMIND THEM A LEADER'S CAPABILITIES ARE REFLECTED IN
HIS MEN AND YOUR DISLIKE DEROGATORY REFLECTION.

2. ALSO INDICATE YOUR PERSONAL MORAL BACKING OF PIVALL AND
YOUR EXPECTATION HIS COMPLETE SUPPORT BY TRAINEES IN ALL PROBLEMS.

3. INSURE ANY FUTURE ARRIVALS BRIEFED THIS PRIOR TO DEPARTING
YOU.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
TO:    DIRECTOR
FROM:  LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:  

1. AT THIS MOMENT HIGH LEVEL CONTACT IN CONF
   WOULD EASE YOUR LOGISTICAL AND SECURITY
   AS WELL AS CERTAIN OPERATIONAL PROBS.

2. ON RECEIPT NOTIFICATION SUCCESS OF CONTACT CADICK WILL MEET
   YOU MNA DISCUSS OVERALL SITUATION. NOTIFICATION EXPECTED THIS WEEK.

3. WAS MEDICAL PROBLEM NOT SETTLED BY OFFER MEDIC?
   FORMER MEDICO BEING CLEARED.

4. CALLIGERIS INSTRUCTED RE TRAINEE ATTITUDE.

5. CONTINUE DRIVING FOR COMPETENT GRADUATES. LING COMPLETELY
   AWARE TREMENDOUS PROBLEMS AND RESPONSIBILITY PLACED ON YOU, AND
   ATTEMPTING TO GAUGE REQUIREMENTS WITH EYE ON GOAL AND OPPOSITION.
   ALL POSSIBLE IS AND WILL BE DONE ALLEVIATE OVERBURDEN.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (PRIORITY) SCRANTON INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LINC 1263 (IN 29811)

1. CONTACT SUCCESSFUL. DETAILS FOLLOW VIA 25 MAR POUCH,
2. AMONG OTHER THINGS TO MOVE PROPAGANDA
STATION GEAR AND SET UP SAME KIFLUSH.
3. WITHOUT MENTION YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOVE CONTACT, CAN YOU
ARRANGE VIA SALAMANDER.
   A. LAND ONE BLACK PLANE NIGHT MAR 26. CADICK,
MERTON REPLACEMENT AND CHIEF PROPAGANDA STATION, TEN SMALL 30 POUND
BUNDLES FOR RADIO TRAINEES, 2-2103 POUND BOXES FOR PROPAGANDA STATION
ABoard.

   B. THREE MEN AND SMALL BUNDLES REQUIRE BLACK TRANSPORT BY
YOU TO SARANAC.

   C. TWO LARGE PACKAGES WILL TRANSPORT AND STORAGE BY
UNTIL SITE FIRM.

   D. REMAINDER PROP STATION TO BE MOVED SOON AS CHIEF PROP
STATION SALAMANDER CAN ARRANGE FOR THREE ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS.
E. Request forklift facilities; 300 gals aviation gasoline standby.

F. Notify LINC time landing preferred: approach pattern and identifications to be used: taxi and refill instructions.

4. Chief Prop. Station will desire contact with Salamander, soonest on arrival. In order arrange movement remainder gear and work out details setting up operating. Will bed with you until site firm.

End of message.
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Each comment should be numbered to correspond with number in To column.
A line should be drawn across sheet under each comment.
Officer designations should be used in To column.
Each officer should initial (check mark insufficient) before further routing.
Action desired or action taken should be indicated in Comments column.
Routing sheet should always be returned to registry.
For officer designations use separate sheet.

SECRET

Leon 1-296
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)

TO: DIR
FROM: RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: LINC 1065 (IN 27125)

1. INCOMING COURIER 23 MARCH Brought NO POUCHES FOR LARCO. NONE RECEIVED FROM 16 MAR COURIER. APPARENTLY, COURIER DOWN FROM MIAMI TO PANAMA, THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY NOT ACCEPTING POUCHES FOR LARCO PER 3B AND 3C OF REF.

2. PER CONVERSATION DONAKU-SADORUS REQUEST IMMEDIATE STEPS TO IMPLEMENT REF WITH 2 DIRECT OUTGOING AND INCOMING COURIERS WEEKLY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1324 (IN 369415) 22537 25 MAR 54
TO: SGUAT INFO: DIR
RE: A. LING 1259 (IN 29796)
   B. HOGA 792

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. ACCORDING REF B, FOUR POWER LINES ENTER GUAT CITY.
2. POUCH DETAILS EACH LINE ON ROUGH SKETCH SO SAB TEAM
   COULD GO TO EXACT SPOT:
      A. ISOLATED AREA WITHIN 5K OF CITY LIMITS;
      B. HEIGHT, SIZE, NUMBER, VOLTAGE OF CABLES.
3. NEED SIMILAR TYPE INFO ENABLE SAB TEAMS KNOCK OUT PLANTS
   PARA 3 REF A.
4. INCLUDE PHOTOS WHERE POSSIBLE.

END OF MESSAGE
1. ENCLOSURE 1 PARA 5: STRESS ACTION COMING FROM INSIDE. APPARENT INACTIVITY BEST SIGN SKILL, SECURITY OF OPPOSITION.

2. ENCLOSURE 2: ALL NECESSARY FUNDS APPROVED. PHONE TEAM SHOULD proclaim revenge for prisoners, or ask for anonymous sympathy letters to them. Pay relatives frequent travel, all comfort for families. Write letters in different handwriting, tell prisoners they heroes.

3. ENCLOSURE 3: YOU AUTHORIZED APPROVE ANY RADIO EXPENSES.

DEEPEST NECESSARY.
4. Enclosure 4: Secretary, Safe House approved. Can you procure wire service from USIA?

5. Enclosures 5 and 6: Approved.

6. You are reminded of NUL-A 237, which states essence shall not be impeded in any way by lack of funds. You authorized generously grant all reasonable essence requests.

Drale, efficiency of essence is vital and must not be undermined by excessive formalism.

End of Message
1. FOLLOWING IS RELAY OF SCRANTON 050:

1. ARRANGEMENTS COMPLETED FOR 26 MARCH 9 PM.

2. AIRCRAFT SHOULD USE FREQUENCIES 3023.5 OR VHF 126.5.

3. IDEN: "AN-ADU LOPEZ, COMING FROM Cabezas".

APPROACH INDIFFERENT. TOWER WILL GIVE INSTRUCTIONS IF ANY CHANGES OCCUR.

4. TAXI INSTRUCTIONS: CONTINUE TO END OF RUNWAY 27 AND ONTO MILITARY PARKING AREA, ALSO KNOWN AS AUXILIARY TAXI STRIP. AREA WILL BE LIGHTED AND TOWER WILL GIVE INSTRUCTIONS RE THIS ALSO. THIS AREA TO BE UNLOADING POINT.

5. DEPARTURE INSTRUCTIONS: TAXI TO END OF AUXILIARLY STRI TURN LEFT ON COMMERCIAL ENTRANCE. TAXIWAY TO RUNWAY 27. TURN RIGHT ON RUNWAY 27 AND PROCEED TO END OF RUNWAY. MAKE TURN AND TAKE OFF.

6. ARRANGEMENTS FOR GAS REFILL COMPLETED. 100 OCTANE AVAILABLE.
26 Mar 54
LINC 1330 (IN 30945)
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7. NO FORKLIFT AVAILABLE BUT WINCH WILL BE UTILIZED. MANPOWER WILL BE FURNISHED BY KUFLUSH.

8. TOWER OPERATOR SPEAKS ENGLISH.

2. FOR CADICK:
   A. DO NOT ATTEMPT MOVE HEAVY GEAR THIS FLIGHT BUT SELECT CARGO EASILY HANDLED AND STORAGEABLE FROM RR STOCK.
   B. MAKE CERTAIN ALL KITS PREPARED FOR BURIAL ARE COVERED TO DISGUISE OUTSIDE PREPARATION.
   C. NEW SUBJ: NOTBOM CONDUCTING FURTHER TESTS OF FOOD PACKAGES - WILL ADVISE RESULTS SOONEST MEANWHILE CABLE SPECIFICS OF ROBO 0732 (IN 30481).

3. FOR BROADFORST: CABLE READINESS CONDUCT FLIGHT, PROVIDING CARGO AND PERSONNEL MANIFEST. AWAIT RECEIPT FINAL ALL CLEAR FROM LINC.

4. FOR INCORPORATE YOUR SECURITY CLEARANCE IN PARA 3 CABLE.

5. FOR DIR: (KUCLUB) ALERT AND STANDBY BETWEEN HOURS 26 2200Z AND 27 0600Z FOR PRIORITY TRAFFIC.

6. ARTHUR B. DONAVANT, ETA 26 0530Z, FLIGHT 301, PAA. HTPLUME PLEASE MEET. I WILL RESPOND TO CHARLES G. PYCROFT.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO

LINC 1343 (IN 31312) 23172 26 MAR 54 ROUTINE
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

1. TELL CALICERTS 2 UNIDENTIFIED ESSENCE MEN

2. ESTIMATED 50% ARMED MEN FROM PROVINCES BROUGHT CAPITAL TO QUELL ALLEGED IMPENDING REVOLT.

3. INFORMED AND TAKING IT WELL. ALL POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE BEING GIVEN FAMILY IN WSBURNT.

4. DESPITE HARDSHIP INFLICTED, ARRESTS SIGN GOVT WORRIED AND AUGURS WELL FOR SCAMBER CAUSE.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

It is forbidden to take a copy of this message. (Exp. Only)
LINC 1346 (IN 31327)  0205Z 27 MAR 54  ROUTINE
TO:  SQUAT  INFO:  DIR
FROM:  LINCOLN  CITE:  SLINC
ACTION:  WH (1-3)  OBSUCCESS RYBAT
INFO:

1. LINC PLANS SEAL OFF TWO MAIN RAIL EXITS GUAT CITY O-DAY TO D PLUS 15.

2. POUCH DETAILS ONE BRIDGE EACH EXIT ON ROUGH SKETCH SO SAB TEAM COULD GO TO EXACT SPOT:
   A. ISOLATED AREA PREFERABLY WITHIN 15 KM CITY LIMITS.
   B. SIZE, MATERIAL, TYPE OF BRIDGE AND MAIN SUPPORTING MEMBERS;
   C. CHARACTERISTICS TERRAIN SPANNED,

3. PUENTE LAS VACAS (BF 767000) AND AMATITLAN TRESTLE (BG 685000) ACCEPTABLE IF NECESSARY BUT FORMER MIGHT BE DIFFICULT REPLACE, LATTER LITTLE TOO FAR OUT.

4. INCLUDE PHOTOS WHERE POSSIBLE.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Thus far ops details received on erratic reflect names only.

2. Request further probing exact nature this one man force functions; his intelligence organization; propaganda effort and general organizational structure if any.

3. Institute talk now of possibly much longer delay than originally contemplated due urgent nature has sponsor's ultimate complete success which must be based upon final compartmented clandestine organization within large area, hence your need info para 2 above.

4. If erratic claims Xufire NEFS then request you endeavor exploit for operational sourcing in normal manner to render end product effective and of value.

5. Probe also for capability both as to manpower and available arms.

END OF MESSAGE

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message.
LING 1324 (IN 31426)    10312 27 MAR 54    ROUTINE

TO: SCRANTON
INFO: DIR.

RYBAT PSSUCCESS
FOR SHERWOOD:

1. DETAILED OF SKIMMER REP WHO RECENTLY CONFERRED WITH
STORAX REVEALED HE DID NOT CLEARLY POINT OUT TO STORAX THAT ALL
BROADCAST CONTENT WILL ALWAYS APPEAR TO EMANATE FROM WITHIN
SUBSURRENT.
CONTENT
WILL BE STRICTLY CONFINED TO SUBSURRENT NATIONALISTIC MATERIAL
AVOIDING ALL FOREIGN COLORATION.

2. SKIMMER WILL BE EXERCISING CENSORSHIP THROUGHOUT.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 1355 (IN 31427)  10317  27 MAR 54  ROUTLINE  PRCISSIENCE
TO: RYBAT PBSUCCESS
INFO: OIR
CITE: SLINC

1. LINC NOW REQUIRES FIELD REPRESENTATIVE FOR SKINNER VIZ
   AS FOLLOW-UP GILLRAY. ALL OTHER POPRIME PERSONNEL ARE
   ALLEGED EMPLOYEES SKINNER IN KAFLUSH (SCRANTON, SARANAC, SHERWOOD).

2. SKINNER REP SHOULD BE CAPABLE KEEPING BRIEFED AND
   HANDLING OVERALL POLICY MATTERS.

3. LINC ACKNOWLEDGES CONCERNANCE OF YOKO UNOFFICIAL
   SUPPORT OF SCOSHER AND ACT MAGGOFIN IS ENGAGED IN INTELLIGENCE
   MATTERS. THIS SITUATION PRECLUDES AIRTIGHT SECURITY AND LEAVES
   ONLY CONFIDENCE IN TO PRESERVE COVER WHICH IS HIGHLY TO
   HIS ADVANTAGE.

4. VIEW REQUIREMENT PARA 1 SITUATION PARA 2 AFFORDS OPPORTUNITY
   EXPLOIT OUR ADVANTAGE BY REQUESTING MAGGOFIN ASSUME COVER ROLE
   SKINNER REP.

5. MAGGOFIN COULD INFORM PRIVATELY ME UNOFFICIALLY
   ACTING AS GILLRAY'S REP FOR SKINNER WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OFACIO AND
   COULI PROVIDE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL SECURELY TO SKINNER/SCOSHER.
27 MAR 54
LING 1355 (IN 31427)

PAGE -2-

THEREAFTER SERVE AS LOCAL NEGOTIATOR .

6. LING HAS SEVERAL PRESSING OPS MATTERS FOR EARLY HANDLING
THROUGH ABOVE CHANNEL. ONLY ALTERNATE TO ABOVE WOULD BE TO PLACE
NEW PERSON IN KUFLUSH THIS PURPOSE AND NONE AVAILABLE. EXISTING
LOCAL CUTOUTS UNDESIRABLE DUE LOCAL TIES ETC.

7. ADVISE YOUR REACTION ABOVE SOONEST, AND AID HTQS
CONCURRENCE BEFORE IMPLEMENTING.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:    DIRECTOR
FROM:  LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LINC 1302 (IN 30525)  22487  24 MAR 54  ROUTINE
TO:    INFO: DIR
RYBAT PSUCCESS
FDR LUGTON

1. INFORM CALLIGERIS,
BY POLICE 22 MARCH PRIOR TACA TAKEOFF FOR TEGUCIGALPA. POLICE
PRETENDE THEY WERE SEARCHING BAGGAGE FOR MARIJUANA, ALLEGEDLY
FOUND LETTERS FOR CALLIGERIS.

2. STORY BROKE ES SEPECTADOR AFTERNOON 23 MARCH HINTING NEW
PLAT

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (OPIM) SCRANTON  INFO: CIA (PRITY)  CITE: SLING
RE: SCRANTON 052 (IN 31536)
Rybat PSSUCCESS
FOR SHERWOOD

1. URGENT YOU ADVISE LINC CAPABILITY RECEIVE BALANCE SHERWOOD GEAR BEFORE AUTHORIZING NEXT TWO FLIGHTS.

2. PRESUME YOU HAVE NOT CONFIRMED LOCATION YOUR SITE THEREFORE UNWISE AIRSHIP ALL GEAR MANA IF LATER MUST RESHIP PUERTO CABEZAS. IF THIS TRUE THEN BALANCE GEAR IN THIRD FLIGHT (HEAVY ITEMS) SHOULD AWAIT FINAL DETERMINATION.

3. WILLING AUTHORIZE SECOND FLIGHT WITH LIGHT AR GEAR AS NECESSARY RECOVER CADICK BY BLACK.

4. REPLY WITHOUT DELAY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

0200Z 28 APR 54
TO: INFO: OIR
CITE: SLING

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

FOR ONTRICH CALLIGERIS

APPROX 150 PEOPLE IN MAJORITY ANTI COMMIE ARRESTED WSBURNT PAST 10 DAYS. SOME ARRESTED BECAUSE THEY MEMBERS KNOWN ANTI COMMIE FAMILIES THOUGH NOT NECESSARILY ACTIVE THEMSELVES.

EVAL G 3.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FOR ODEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
DATE: 28 MAR 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (1-3)

INFO:

LING 1384 (IN 31570) 0404Z 28 MAR 54

TO: SQUAT INFO: DIR

RE: GUAT 263 (IN 31561)

PBSUCCESS RYBAT

1. REQUEST NOT APPROVED.

2. INCORPORATION ALL FUNDS IN PBSUCCESS ACCOUNTING NOT SOLUTION. STILL NECESSARY MAINTAIN SEPARATE RECORDS OTHERWISE PBSUCCESS COSTS NOT REALISTIC.

3. YOUR CHANNEL FOR ALL PBSUCCESS CABLES IS LING ACTION OIR INFO.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)

LINC 1592 (IN 3161B) 23557 25 UAR 51
TO: (PRITY)
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAY PROGRESS
ADV 32 THE 'HEF YC. THE 33.5 TO KAILI SULL' REPAIRED IN AIRSTRIP
AT 13 DEGREES 33 MINUTES NORTH 89 DEGREES 13 MINUTES WEST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:
INFO: DIA
CITE: SLING

FOR ONTRICH LUGTON

1. INSUFFICIENT INFO LINC FILES ON FOLLOWING CENTRAL ZONE TROOPS:

A. SPECIAL BATTALION PRESIDENTIAL GUAD

B. PRESIDENTIAL POLICE UNITS AND Pсы weapons COMPANIES;

C. THREE SG CALLED "MIBLE JS".

2. REQUEST FILL OUT PERTINENT SECTIONS E11 2 FOR ABOVE UNITS WITH EXCEPTION STRENGTH, WEAPONS, ORGANIZATION ITEMS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:
SUCCESS MUST

FOR CONDEN:

1. NEGOTIATIONS FOR PHASES TWO AND THREE PROCEEDING
ENERGETICALLY BUT NOT CONFIRMED TO DATE.

2. ESNOOPS HAS GRANTED CONSENT WHICH CONFIRMED
BUT DETAILS HAVING NOT EXPECTED TO BE CLARIFIED UNTIL
ABOUT 30 MAR.

3. GILLRAY, HIGH LEVEL SKYFIRER REP., AND O'NEILL LACKING
SECOND ATTEMPT TO CONFIRM ESNOOPS CONSENT ON 29 MAR.

4. WILL ADVISE RESULTS ABOVE SOONEST. MUST WAIT WORD
BEFORE DETERMINING WHICH PLAN IMPLEMENT ON 1 APRIL. MEANWHILE
MAINTAIN READINESS. REMAIN CLEARER SKYFIRER GEAR TO AID
CLARIFICATION EXACT LOCATION OF SITE.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

TO: DIR
PYGAT PBSUCCESS
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. REQUEST HQS CONCURRENCE PROCEED WITH IMPLEMENTATION
"K PROGRAM" SUBMITTED BY GRAHAM L. PAGE.

2. ALL ADVANCE FUNDS FOR ABOVE SHOULD BE T/A LINC,

[Signature]
FL: OF MISSION

SECRET

IT IS FORWARDED TO DIRECT COPY OF THE ORIGINAL - X - X.
SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.

1. BELIEVE CURRENT ALERT EXTENDS CERTAIN OPPORTUNITIES TO OBSERVE PLANS AND/OR GENERAL CONDITIONS WHICH MIGHT PREVAIL WHEN PBSUCCESS INTENTIONS KNOWN TO ENEMY.

2. ACCORDINGLY OBSERVE ALL UNUSUAL STEPS WHERE SENTRIES POSTED, HOW ARMED; CONDUCT OF POLICE; CHECK FOR FIFTEEN KMS AROUND CITY TO DETERMINE WHETHER ARMED PATROLS POSTED, SIZE, CONDUCT, ARMS, TRANSPORT; NOTE PARTICULARLY WHETHER GUARDS POSTED AROUND STRATEGIC SABOTAGE TARGETS, FULL DETAILS; NOTE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLICE AND ARMY. ARE JOINT PATROLS, SEPARATE OF ONLY POLICE PATROLS EVIDENT; PATTERN ACTIVITY, ARMS; NOTE WHEREABOUTS TANKS; CHECK ALL OUTLYING HILLS FOR ARTILLERY POSITIONS, WHETHER MANNED, ARTY PIECES; NOTE ACTIVITY AIR FORCE WHETHER AIR PATROLS INCREASED OVER CITY, WHAT AIRCRAFT, PATTERN, ETC.

3. PLEASE BEAR IN MIND IMPORTANCE OUR KNOWING ENEMY'S HABITS AND SECURITY PRECAUTIONS IN DETAIL THIS NEED FOR KEEN GROUND

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996
OBSERVATION BY YOUR STATION.

4. YOU AUTHORIZED ENLIST AID ODDITY, ODIBEX IN OBSERVING
ABOVE AND KEEPING THEM INFORMED. RETURN.

END OF MESSAGE
REQUEST CURRENT INFO SIXTH MIL ZONE AT QUICHE.

A. NUMBER AND LOCATION OF OFFICERS AND TROOPS.

B. DETAILS PRESENT RADIO OR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS: WITH WHAT GARRISONS OR CITIES DOES SIXTH ZONE HQ HAVE RADIO OR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS? INDICATE ON SKETCH: 1. POINT WHERE TELEPHONE LINES ENTER THE GARRISON; 2. ROUTE OF TELEPHONE LINES BETWEEN SIXTH ZONE AND OTHER GARRISONS.

C. MODE AND AMOUNT OF TRANSPORTATION.

D. WHAT ARE ROAD CONDITIONS (ALL VEHICULAR ROUTES) BETWEEN QUEZALTENANGO AND QUICHE?


END OF MESSAGE
FROM: LINCOLN  
ACTION: KH (1-3)  

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM  
RELEASE AS SANITIZED  
1998  

1. THIS NEXT STEP CHARACTER ASSASSINATION CRUZ WER. FIRST 
WAS CR GARNET WHICH BEING EXPLOITED NOW.  

2. DESIRE UTILIZE AID OF WHO REPORTED THEY 
ABLE SEND FABRICATED TELEGRAMS. REQUEST QS INSTRUCT 
SEND FOLLOWING TELEGRAMS ON OR ABOUT DATES SPECIFIED:  
FROM MEXI 6 APRIL "500 UNIDADES, CALIDAD REGULAR, DIS- 
PONIBLES 15 ABRIL. PRECIO, CONDICIONES PAGO SIN VARIACION. 
VIA PUERTO BARRIOS."  
FROM PAGY 11 APRIL "SU PEDIDO DEMORADO. DESPACHAREMOS 
20 ABRIL BAJO IGUALES DETALLES EMBARQUE."  
FROM BOGO 15 APRIL "EMBARCANDO TODA MERCADERIA, EXCEPTO 
K-3, LLEGARA FECHA INCIDICA."  
FROM QUITO 19 APRIL "CICLICNO NO LUY BUEN., ENVIO AHORA 
ESPERAMOS PEJORES CONDICIONES DENTRO 15 DIAS."
3. ADDRESSEE IN EACH CASE IS HUGO LIO CURZ REP, ESTACION GUARDIA CIVIL, VILLE EE GUADALUPE, GUATEMALA, GUATEMALA. SEND IN EACH CASE A P.M. OR T.M. COPY.

4. PERSONAL TO "S" F.C., T.G., 2:34 F. CHA++. ADDRESSED DIFFERENT GUARDIA CIVIL STATION BUT THIS NOT CONSIDERED VERY IMPORTANT, SINCE GOVERNMENT CENSORSHIP IS LIKELY TO DETECT MESSAGES AT TELEGRAPH OFFICE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 1469 (IN 32422) 0353Z 31 MAR 91 ROUTINE

TO: SQUAT - INFOT DIR
GITE SLOOM

PRESUCCESS RYBAT

1. REQUEST RAZUMARA THROUGH ESSENCE APPROACH

WITH REGARD POSSIBILITY OF KUBONY WORK OUSTENSIBLY IN NEW YORK. CAN
OFFER TRAVEL EXPENSES AND SALARY COMMENSURATE PRESENT WAGES. MAKE
NO FIRM COMMITMENT BUT IS SHE INTERESTED OBTAIN PRO AND CABLE
BASIC BIO DATA FOR CLEARANCE.

2. SUBJECT PRESENTLY RESIDES

AND

WORKS IS NIECE OF

AND HAS

TRAVELED TO U.S. PREVIOUSLY.

3. NEW SUB: CABLE BASIC BIO DATA RE INITIATE POC

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: W3 (1-3)
INFO: FO (4)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 1450 (IN 32421) 03532 31 MAR 54 ROUTINE
TO: DIR
RE: GUAT 236 (IN 30183); LINC 891 (IN 21631)
PB SUCCESS RBAT SECU

1. REQUEST PCSC FOR "
   Elected 1953."

2. PCSC REQUIRED FOR

"X AT MARRIED"
(SUBJECT TO BE APPROACHED FOR KUBORN WORK AT
LINC AT WHICH TIME DOB AND MORE DETAILED BIO DATA WILL BE OBTAINED.)

"HAS LIVED U.S. AND BASIC BIO DATA MAY BE OBTAINABLE THROUGH VISA
SECTION. SUBJECT TO BE APPROACHED FOR POSSIBLE USE AT LINCOLN
AT WHICH TIME MORE DETAILED BIO DATA WILL BE OBTAINED.)"

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
POSUCCESS RYBAT

1. REQUEST CONTACT

COLONIA JUAREZ, MEXICO, OF OR THROUGH POSSIBLY WORK FOR OSTEensibly NEW ORLEANS FOR FEW MONTHS. WILL BE PAID EQUITABLE SALARY PLUS TRAVEL AND EXPENSES WHILE IN U.S.

2. IF SUBJECT INDICATES WILLINGNESS AND SATISFIED WITH CAPABILITIES TO WORK ON KUBORN PROGRAM IN LINCOLN AREA, TO OBTAIN BASIC BIO DATA INCLUDING DATE AND PLACE BIRTH, PRESENT EMPLOYMENT, WIFE'S NAME, DEPENDENTS AND OTHER PERTINENT DATA, THEN TELL SUBJECT WILL LET HIM KNOW IN TEN DAYS OR TWO WEEKS. IF ACCEPTABLE SUBJECT WOULD BE CONTACTED BY CUT OUT DESIGNATED BY TO PAY FUNDS TO COVER TRIP AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

3. CARLE BIO DATA IF RECEIVED AND ADVISE SUBJECT HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BY WHO NOW LINCOLN AREA AND STATES SUBJECT IN COMPETENCY JOURNALIST WITH LONG ANTI-ARBENZ AND ANTI-COMMIE AFOCO

(END OF MESSAGE)

SECRET

RECIPIENT ENCRYPTED

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. At one time in Mexico/West/Thicker fabricated story regarding govt seizing and attempting to peddle church jewels, famous effigy and sacred relics. Effect depended upon new story planted elsewhere; however we did not cooperate.

2. Story had factual basis in such attempt some years previous and was thought credible. Belief was that Catholics particularly in WH area would become hostile to Arbenz regime.

3. Request pouch file LINC.

End of message
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: MH (1-3)
INFO:

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

RYBAT P8SUCCESS

LINC 1498 (IN 33103) 1853Z 1 APR 54 ROUTINE

1. REQUEST REPRODUCE LETTER (POSSIBLY FABRICATED) FROM AREVALO TO RUSSIAN CHARGE MEXICO WHICH THICKER OBTAINED AND DISTRIBUTED 52 VIA RNSHIELD.

2. BEGIEVE LETTER VALUABLE FOR QUANTITY DISTRIBUTION CONNECTION UPCOMING CONGRESS.

3. ALSO REPRODUCTION QUAT ARCHBISHOP PRONOUNCEMENT AGAINST COMMUNISM WHICH SHOVED ARCHBISHOP'S COAT OF ARMS, FOR SAME USE.

END OF MESSAGE
1. REQUEST PREPARE MATERIAL RE BELIZE CONTROVERSY AIMED AT EXACERBATING MEXICAN NATIONALISM TO DETRIMENT HSBNRT JUST PRIOR 15 MAY CONG. THEME MIGHT BE PLAYED ASfollows: HSBNRT PRETENSIONS TO BELIZE VALID SAMPLE AGGRESSIVE AND EXPANSIONIST TRAITS LEARNED AT HANDS SOVIET MASTERS.

2. SUGGEST RNLABLE HANDLE, PLACE.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 151/L (IN 33208)  23117  1 APR 54
TO:  (OPERATION
IMMEDIATE)
INFO:  DIR
CITE:  SLINC

RYBAT PIBSUCCESS PRCABOOSE
RE:  (IN 33159)
ONTREICH/BRODFROST

1. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN THREE POSTPONED UNTIL 4 APRIL
PENDING RECEIPT READINESS #SHOOPS.

2. ODYOKE OFFICIALS MUST BE KEPT UNWITTING THEY TO TAKE
THEIR DIRECTION FROM CHIEF ODACID.

3. SEND NSGS INFO DIR ONLY LINC COORDINATING OTHERS, AND
WILL PROVIDE FINAL WORD.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1990

1.

A KNOWLEDGEABLE REGARDING KEY MILITARY PERSONNEL TARGETED UNDER K-PROGRAM AND TO HAVE DEVELOPED DURING HIS WSBURNNT TENURE OTHER VALUABLE CONTACTS WHICH COULD BE HARNESSED TO PESUCCESS.

SHOWS SOUNP APPRECIATION OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN A BROAD-GAUGED SHORT-TERM DEFECTION PROGRAM. UNDERSTAND FROM OTHERS, HE ENJOYED VERY HIGH PRESTIGE AMONG RANKING WSBURNNT MILITARY PERSONNEL WHOSE HFNTA-lTY HE COMPREHENDED AND WHO CONFIDED IN HIM. WAS PERSONAL

1

FOR A UNIQUE CORDIAL SEND OFF.

2.

DESRTRED PAGE HE COULD TAKE FOUR TO SIX WEEKS' LEAVE IN WSBURNNT WITHOUT AROUSING UNDUE SUSPICION. COULD ENTER WSBURNNT DESCRIBED HIS WIFE AS GREAT ASSIST IN CULTIVATING IMPORTANT WSBURNNT CITIZENS.

SEERET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No
2 APR 54
LINE 1555 (IN 33630)

PAGE 2

HER GOING ALONG ON TRIP WORTH CONSIDERING, ALSO FROM VIEWPOINT UNDERSCORING SOCIAL NATURE OF SOJOURN.

3. DURING PERIOD UNDER OPERATIONAL CONTROL OF PAGE, HE WOULD RENEW OLD TIES, MAKE UP-TO-DATE ESTIMATE OF SITUATION, ESP ARMY MORALE AND FEELING AMONG OFFICERS' CORPS, ASSESS AND SPOT DEFECTION CANDIDATES.

14. UNDERSTAND GALBOND CONSIDERING FOR KUBARK IN EMPLOYMENT, WOULD APPRECIATE HQS GIVING THIS MATTER PRIORITY CONSIDERATION. REQUEST ARRANGEMENTS BE MADE TO HAVE PROCEED WITH WIFE TO 2SBURNT ETA

5. APPROX 6 APRIL PAGE DESIRES CONTACT AT HIS PRESENT LOCATION FOR FINAL BRIEFING. IN VIEW IMPORTANT TIME ELEMENT INVOLVED REQUEST IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION. PLS ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Situation looks favorable to planned flights. However, development running slowly and authorization not foreseen before 5–6 April. Advantages of Plan Three over Plan Four make it practicable to await a clear decision from before considering conversion to Plan Four.

2. Agrees Las Flores to be best field, however wants field cleared by 9/30. Plan flights for pairs to land rather than singly. ETA 9/30.

3. Stand by for expected authorization from 6 April on. Flights will be laid on alternate days from initial flights.


End of message.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

SLINC 1562 (IN 33875) 19197 3 APR 54 ROUTINE
TO: SGUAT 3 APR 54 CITE: SLINC
INFO: DIR
PRECEDENCE
RE: GUAT 289 (IN 33650) Preparing iron curtain haven
Armilian, Soto to depart then to Paris 1 Apr.
Kubown exploitation of ref by rumor should

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
Copy No.
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1995

1. FINALIZED OPERATIONAL PLANS TO BE DISCUSSED CACHIN.
WILL CALL FOR FOLLOWING OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL (OVERHEAD NOT INCLUDED):

A. ADAM: 9 SAB CHIEFS PLUS 69 MEMBERS, 7 ORGANIZERS.

B. BOND: 102 SHOCKS AND 2 LEADERS FROM KUFLUSH TRAIINEES
3 SAB CHIEFS FROM KUFLUSH PLUS 17 TRAIN MEMBERS, 1 ORGANIZER
FROM KUFLUSH.

C. CAESAR: 2 SAB CHIEFS, 2 MEMBERS, 1 ORGANIZER.

D. DUG: 2 ORGANIZERS.

E. EDDIE: ONE ORGANIZER.

F. FRANK: 75 SHOCKS PLUS 2 LEADERS, 1 SAB CHIEF
PLUS 1 MEMBERS, 1 ORGANIZER.

G. GOSS: 2 ORGANIZERS.

H. HANK: 102 SHOCKS AND 2 LEADERS, 3 SAB CHIEFS
PLUS 12 MEMBERS, 2 ORGANIZERS.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
1. IKE: 1 SAB CHIEF, 9 MEMBERS, 1 ORGANIZER.

2. CALLIGERIS CAN DETERMINE FROM THE ABOVE LIST AS
   COMPARED WITH AVAILABLE PERSONNEL WHETHER IT IS
   NECESSARY TO PULL
   FURTHER KUHOOK PERSONNEL PRIOR TO D-15. PARA E
   ESSENCE MESSAGE
   MAY BE USEFUL FULFILLING ABOVE.

3. INDICATE BEST DATE SECANT-CALLIGERIS-CADICK MEETING.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 1586 (IN 24011)  0147Z 5 APR 54  ROUTINE
TO:  DIR
CITE: SLING
RE: OIR 37261 (OUT 68671), 41168 (OUT 75647),
LING 799 (IN 22725), 1230 (IN 29621)

PB SUCCESS RYBAT SECUR

1. ORAHMM L. PAGE STATES THAT SUBJECT OREF APPROACHED
CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE STAFF VOLUNTEERING INFO ON COMMIE
INFILTRATION IN USBURNT. THEREFORE SUGGEST APPROACH BE MADE
REFERING TO OFFER PREVIOUSLY MADE TO FURNISH INFO.

2. PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN OBTAINING NAMES OF MOST
LIKELY DEFECTION POSSIBILITIES IN USBURNT HIERARCHY PLUS
INFORMATION ON THEIR PERSONALITIES, WEAKNESSES PLUS CHANNELS
AND METHODS OF APPROACH.

END OF MESSAGE
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. CAN SKILLET DETERMINE ULTIMATE SOURCE OF REF? IF ULTIMATE SOURCE IS IN DIRECT CONTACT WITH KWFLUSH AND, COULD BE MAIL BURNT DECEPTION AND/OR FISHING EXPEDITION.

2. WHAT DISSEMINATION OF REF HAS KWFLUSH MADE TO WSHOOF, KWFLUSH AUTHORITIES? WHAT WERE REACTIONS OF REF?

3. FYI: IMPORTANT SUCH REPORTS BE APPROPRIATELY MINIMIZED TO REDUCE WSHOOF FEARS, BUT SUFFICIENTLY CREDITED TO PRODUCE ANTI-MAIL BURNT FEELINGS.

4. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
SECRET

TO: INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE:

1. RE PARA 4, REF DISPATCH, LINC WOULD APPRECIATE EARLIEST FOLLOW UP OF OPPORTUNITIES IN WEGELLIN.

2. UNEMPLOYED KOREAN VETS SHOULD BE INTERVIEWED THROUGH CUTOUT UNDER PRETEXT HELPING TO LOCATE JOBS. INTERVIEWS SHOULD BE PREPARED AS BIOG REPORTS SIMILAR TO PART 1, PRO, PLACING EMPHASIS ON MILITARY TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.

3. LINC URGENTLY IN NEED OF RADIO OPERATORS OR MEN WITH RADIO EXPERIENCE. REQUEST YOU CABLE PRIORITY BIOG SUMMARIES ALL LIKELY CANDIDATES, CABLE ROUTINE DATA ON CANDIDATES CONSIDERED MERCENARY OR DEDICATED ANTI-COMMUNISTS. PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN EXPERT RIFLEMEN AND DEMOLITIONISTS. POUCH DETAILS.

4. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE PROVIDED PRIOR TO RECRUITMENT. FOREING CONSTITUTES SPOTT KB CANDIDATES ONLY. INTERESTED ONLY IF BEST TWENTY PROSPECTS.

5. FYI: PBSUCCESS REMAINS TOP OPERATIONAL PRIORITY.
LINC 1610 (IN 34313) 21532 5 APR 54

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: A LINC 1535 (IN 33639)

1. LINC REITERATES HIGHEST IMPORTANCE MISSION AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH REF A.

2. SUBSTITUTE PLAN PROPOSED IN REF B UNSATISFACTORY FOR FOLLOWING REASONS:

   A. IN TIME PROPOSED REF B FOR TO BE盧BURNED, IT MANIFESTLY IMPOSSIBLE ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES PARA 3 REF A. EVEN PARTIAL LIST OF CONTACTS CITED PARA 3A REF B COULD NOT BE COVERED IN ANY MANNER APPROXIMATING PROFESSIONALISM, ATTEMPT TO ACHIEVE OBJECTIVES IN SUCH SHORT TIME WOULD INEVITABLY AROUSE SUSPICION AND SERIOUSLY INCREASE HAZARDS HIS MISSION.

   B. WOULD PLACE STILL FURTHER RESTRICTIONS ON TIME SCHEDULE.

   C. APPREHENSION FLOWING PAGE WOULD DISCLOSE PRIME

RE: C

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No
SECRET

5 APR 54
LINC 1610 (IN 34313)

PAGE -2-

INvolvement through apparently based on misunderstanding of page relationship and operational procedure. Page and
will have no open, only clandestine contact. Will
clandestinely report to page for guidance as to followup or abandonment of given lead. Depending on circumstances, leads will
be turned over to guat station agents for recruitment and development without ref to or will be turned over to page for recruitment again without involving in rare case where page deems it necessary and secure recruit in presence

He will not do so without prior linng, hcs concurrence.

Foregoing procedure protects and materially reduces chances compromise page, guat station agents by assuring them of reasonable chance success before they expose themselves.

D. LINC adamantly opposed to ref b proposed contacts

in difrros, kshofs, kuflush as would confuse sensitive existing
guerrilla relationships and negotiations. Also consider trip to

ntplume unref enchant and possibly harmful due apparent ntplume
hostility toward us burnt anti-commies.

req para so ref e, page re-asserts filling
take such leave. mode of wife travel to us burnt secondary
consideration and commercial travel perfectly acceptable.

4. Request ref a and foregoing form basis d/1, adc and ordway
5 APR 54
LINC 1610 (IN 34313)

PAGE -3-

APRIL 7 DISCUSSION. PAGE PREPARED BRIEF IMMEDIATELY THEREAFTER.

5. PLS ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

LINC 1611 (IN 34291)  1953 Z 5 APR 54  ROUTINE
TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DIA
RYBAT POSUCCESS
RE: (IN 34020)

1. ENCOURAGE DOACIO CHIEF TO POINT OUT TO COMMUNISTS ARE AND WILL REMAIN HIS ENEMY AND THAT FOCAL POINT IS WSBNUTY. THIS IMPORTANT KEEP UP EFFORT AGAINST WSBNUTY NOT PERMITTING LCPANS REDS TO DISTRACT HIS ATTENTION.

2. ENCOURAGE PUBLICATION SUCH INCIDENTS AS COMMUNIST ATTEMPTS AGAINST HIM.

3. AS TO PASSING INFO WSBNUTY PREPARING REVOLUTIONARY ACTION AGAINST THROUGH SYNCARP ROUTES. BELIEVE IMPORTANT TO ENLIST AID TO USE HIS AMB TO TO EXPOSE PARA 1 ABOVE TO PPSIDENT WHO NEEDS ENCOURAGEMENT IMPORTANT POINT TO STRESS IS THAT REDS EXPLOIT EVERY SIGN OF WEAKNESS AND ONLY ANSWER IS TO REMOVE CANCEROUS GROWTH AT ORIGIN. WSBNUTY THEREBY COLLECTING SUPPORT FOR CALLIGERIS.

4. ENSURE SYNCARP NOW EXERCISING EVERY SECURITY PRECAUTION TO PREVENT RED PENETRATION.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.

Copy No
LINC 4627 (IN 34369)        03372 6 APR 54

TO:    DIR
PSUCCESS RYBAT
LINCOLN #1 REP WEEK 29 MAR-5 APRIL

2. ENEMY:

ENEMY EITHER GENUINELY CONCERNED INVASION ATTEMPTS COMING EARLY APRIL, OR CREATING "INVASION SCARE" TO JUSTIFY INTERNAL REPRESSION. POSTERS IN CAPITAL CITY CALL ON PEOPLE TO DEFEND #SBURNT AGAINST INVASION. ARMY DRILLING IN ANTI RIOT, STREET FIGHTING, BUT OFFICERS NOW LONGER CONFINED BARRACKS. NUMEROUS ANTI REDS STILL JAILED. THREE GOVT AGENTS EN ROUTE #SHOOTS TO "OFFER SERVICES" TO CALLIGERIS. HIGH GOVT OFFICIALS HINTING THEY DESIRE ESPERANCE FLY THEM OUT IN CASE TROUBLE. OR OTHER HAND, RUMORS #SBURNT ITSELF WILL INFILTRATE, INVADE #SHOOTS, KMFUSH. PLANNED ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON STORAX ALSO REPORTED.

2. FRIENDLY:

SECOND GILLRAY TRIP TO DTFROGS FAILED OBTAIN DESIRED RESULTS BECAUSE OF LOCAL ODACID-DTFROG IMPASSE. #SHOOTS AUTHORITIES COOPERATIVE BUT CONCERNED OVER LACK DTFROGS PARTICIPATION. FLIGHTS

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO STAGING SITES DELAYED, STORAX CONTINUES FIRM.

LCFLUTTER OF KEY CALLIGEM PERSONNEL IN VUSHOFS COMPLETED. SAB LEADERS MOVED TO VUSHOFS, LEADER CLASS IN FULL SWING AT SARANAC. DETAILED OPS PLANS IN PROGRESS. SHERWOOD PROGRAM BEING FINISHED UP, KUGOWN MEDIA EXPANDING ACTIVITIES. COMPLETED MEXI TOUR, CONGRESS PLANS PROCEEDING.

K-PROGRAM ON EVE OF IMPLEMENTATION. KUFIRE PRODUCTION CONTINUES IMPROVE. TEMPORARY ESSENCE MORALE RECESSION BEING RECTIFIED. GENERAL STEAD PROGRESS IN FRIENDLY ASSETS.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS:

A. GENERAL. TWICKER REPLACED LANGTRY AS KUGOWN CHIEF, ARRIVED TO BE KUFIRE CHIEF. SHERWOOD SCRANTON PERSONNEL IN FIELD.

B. SPECIFIC TASKS.

FY/9: ESPOUSER REPORTED NEAR-PANIC IN OSBURNED GOVT RANKS.

FY/11: JUVIA, JUVIA 2 SERVED VIRTUAL ULTIMATUM ON SALV THAT FURTHER COMMITMENT TO ERRATIC CONDITION THEIR CONTINUED SERVICE. SINCE ERRATIC ASSETS UNCONFIRMED AND FURTHER COMMITMENT UNDESIRABLE, INSTRUCTED SEVER RELATION TO JUVIA. JUVIA 2, TASK TERMINATED.

FY/18: SEGANT, SEMANTIC DEBRIEFING IN PROGRESS. KUFIRE PRODUCTION CONTINUES. LCFLUTTER OF PERSONNEL COMPLETED.
FOUR MEN UNSATISFACTORY AND SECURITY PRECAUTIONS BEING TAKEN.

FT/19: Saffron 2 attempted arrange Billray meeting.

FT/20: Ergastrian may be prosecuted for illegal handbill publication.

FT/24: Esperance 1 approached by Wsburnt pro commune to determine Esperance willingness procure planes for Wsburnt fly Wsburnt leaders to exile in case coup.

PT/1: Police harassment delaying El Rebelde publication. Rural organization improving. Essence producing incidental intelligence. Razmara must leave Wsburnt prior 26 April to renew tourist card, not be readmitted, station quart re-assessing task.

PT/3: Weekly contact with Hegarty established.

PT/6: Expansion of La Voz de Ejercito continues.

Labor, women's auxiliaries being developed. Hegarty establishing control, distribution being re-studied.

PT/7: Hemi-vice review lionizer effectiveness generally favorable, but utility in Wsburnt questionable.

LiBethenite-L refused cooperate with Fawclett.

PT/11: Completed Wexl mission.

PT/13: Fourth writer arriving 6 April, Lancevin completed field tour, recruited four actors, writers who will
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ARRIVE AFTER CLEARANCE.

PT/14: GEAR IN NICARAGUA.

PT/18: NOW SCHEDULED FOR MAY 15.

MT/1: SAB LEADERS IN WSCHOOLS, MORE LEADER TRAINING ARRIVED. DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSES.

MT/2: "SURVEYING PROBLEM,

MT/3: SECOND KUBARK COLOCO INSTRUCTOR IN PLACE,

MT/4: SPEEDING TNG, SMOOTH TNG PROGRESS, HIGH MORALE.

MT/5: REPORTS INDICATE GOOD POTENTIAL, SINCE KOREAN VETS UNEMPLOYED AND EAGER SERVE ANTI-COMMIE CAUSE.

MT/7: ADDED BLACK FLIGHTS TO KURFUS FLUSH SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED. SURVEY OF PUERTO CABEZAS COMPLETED. FLIGHTS TO STAGING SITES DELAYED.

END OF MESSAGE
1. 2 April Advised Col Carlos Aldana Sandoval worried by political situation and uncertain which way turn.

2. Also stated Col Jose Gonzalez Segui and Col Monzon agreed overthrow Arbenz and trying decide whether back Col Aldana.

3. Request Calligeris comments by cable, especially on Col Aldana.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

LING 1648 (IN 35011) 1730Z 7 APR 54
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLYNG

RYBAT PESSUCCESS

RE:
SHERWOOD

1. CONCUR IN NECESSITY WITHHOLDING FURTHER ACTION UNTIL SITUATION CLARIFIED. MEANWHILE LING ATTEMPTING WORK WITH STORAX THROUGH TO KEEP UP DRIVE AGAINST WSOBRNT.

2. WILL ADVISE MEANWHILE APPRECIATE BEING KEPT INFORMED LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
LHG 1729 (IN 59863)  19267, 9 APR 54  ROUTINE
TO:  SQUAT  INFO:  DIR  CITE:  SLINC
RE:  HCG-A-443
RYBAT PSUCCESS

1. MAY MAKE AVAILABLE TO KUBARK NISBURNT SOCCER SERVICES.

2. SOCCER WOULD OSTENSIBLY VISIT NISBURNT ON LEAVE ABSENCE FROM
   ODUNIT, ACCOMPANIED BY WIFE.

3. ENVISAGED ASSIGNMENT: ASSIST PAGE MISSION LAYING GROUNDWORK
   FOR HIGH LEVEL DEFECTIONS OF SOME TARGETS LISTED IN REF.

4. DO NOT DISCUSS WITH NON-KUBARK PERSONNEL UNTIL FURTHER
   NOTICE.

5. REALIZE CALCULATED RISK LETTING SOCCER RETURN TO NISBURNT
   BUT FEEL POSSIBLE SUCCESS HIS MISSION OUTBALANCING RISK POTENTIAL.

END OF MESSAGE
1. SURVEY LOCAL CONTROLLED ASSETS, NISBURN T. EXILES AND INFORMANTS TO DETERMINE AVAILABILITY TACTICAL DATA RE GARRISONS AND POTENTIAL S&R TARGETS IN NISBURN.

2. CABLE SOURCES AVAILABLE, PRESUMED EXTENT THEIR KNOWLEDGE. LINC WILL THEN CABLE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS.

3. EMPLOY MAXIMUM DISCRETION, COMPARTMENTATION TO CONCEAL PURPOSE OF INQUIRIES AND SPECIFIC ODYSSE INTERESTS.

END OF MESSAGE
1. OVECTAGEANO MORAZAN KILLED IN ABORTIVE NICARAGUAN COUP. REPORTED WSBURNT NATIVE AND NEPHEW ARBENZ.

2. SHIP LOADED WITH ARMS REPORTED INTERCEPTED OFF NICARAGUA NIGHT 8 APRIL. ORIGIN STATED TO BE WSBURNT.

3. CABLE INFO AVAILABLE BOTH POINTS.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 1742 (IH 35993)  43277 14 APR 54  ROUTINE
TO: INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. CARD FOUND AMONG DEAD IN ABORTIVE NICARAGUAN COUP BORE NAME JOSE ROMERO OCHOA, CIVIL ENGINEER, CALZ MEX, TACUBA 1997, MEXICO CITY.

2. ALSO REPORTED JUAN JOSE MESA INVOLVED IN ATTEMPT.

3. CABLE INFO AVAILABLE RE ACTIVITIES OF ABOVE.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 1745 (IN 35997) 0527Z 10 APR 54

TO: SQUAT
INFO: DIR

SUCCESS RYBAT

1. FOLLOWING EE INFO RE CENTRAL ZONE URGENTLY NEEDED.

2. OFFICE AND PRIVATE QUARTERS CO AND NUMBER TWO AND THREE MEN CENTRAL ZONE.

3. FIRST INFANTRY REGIMENT. SAME INFO PARA 2. TYPES AND TOTALS ALL WEAPONS. STORE ROOMS ARMS AND AMMO. LOCATION TRANSPORTATION WHEN IDLE.

A. LIGHT TANK CO. NAME COMMANDER. LOCATION COMMAND POST AND AMMO OF TANK AND 37 MM ANTI TANK Platoons.

B. 105 MM HOWITZER BATTERY. NAME COMMANDER. LOCATION COMMAND POST. PRIVATE QUARTERS AND COMMO CENTER. TOTAL WEAPONS AND AMMO STORAGE.

C. 75 MM ARTILLERY BATTERIES ONE, TWO AND THREE. NAMES COMMANDERS. LOCATION POST, QUARTERS AND COMMO CENTER. TOTAL OFFICERS AND MEN. LOCATION ARMS AND AMMO OF FIRING BATTERIES.
0. MACHINE GUN CO. NAME COMMANDER, POST, COMMAND CENTER. LOCATION TROOP QUARTERS, ARMS AND AMMO STORAGE.

E. INFANTRY BATTALION. NAME COMMANDER, OFFICE, QUARTERS. COMMANDER HEAVY WEAPONS CO AND POST. LOCATION TROOPS AND ARMS STORAGE Same for FIRST AND SECOND RIFLE COs. INCLUDING LIGHT MACHINE GUNS, MORTARS AND RIFLES.

4. SECOND INFANTRY REGIMENT. SAME INFO PARA 3.

5. TERRAIN APPROACHES TO ABOVE POINTS. DESCRIBE FROM TACTICAL VIEWPOINT.

6. COMMUNICATIONS FOR EACH UNIT. THIS OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE.

A. RADIO. MAKE AND TYPE TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS. REGULAR AND EMERGENCY POWER SOURCES. OPERATOR PERSONNEL AND QUARTERS. OPERATIVE POSITION. LOCATION TRANSMITTING TOWERS. SECURITY PROCEDURES. CONTROL CENTERS. FREQUENCIES, CALLS AND SCHEDULES.

B. TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH. ENTRY LINES INTO INSTALLATIONS AT GUARDIA DE HONOR, Base MILITARY AND OTHER UNITS. TRUNK LINES LEAVING CITY AND DESTINATIONS. SINGLE OR DOUBLE LINES. HEIGHT AND HOW SUPPORTED.

C. MILITARY TRANSPORTATION. LOCATION JEeps AND TRUCKS WHEN IDLE. LOCATION GAS AND OIL STORAGE. SECURITY.
7. Stockpiles arms and ammo storage all units. Quantity and type. Security procedures.

8. It is hoped you will be able to procure at least a substantial portion of info required. Pouch weekly reports containing info received. Refer to EEI number two.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996
ASSANIZED

12 APR 54

DIRECTOR

LINCOLN

WH (1-3)

TO: (PRIORITY)

INFO: DIR

CITE: SLING

RYBAT PERSUCCESS

FOR PIVALL

LINC 1807. (IN 3658L.) 19087 12 APR 54

ROUTINE

PRESENT

1. CALLIOERIS BRINGING 40 MEN (SUB-UNIT LEADER AND SPECIAL
TASKS PERSONNEL CALIBRE) FROM WSBURNT. DESIRES TWO WEEK TRAINING
FOR ABOVE IN KUFLUSH ON HIGHLIGHTS LEADER COURSE.

2. PLAN FOR 19 APR STARTING DATE. CLOSE SARANAC 2 MAY. CANCEL
TRIP PBRPRIME UNTIL COMPLETION TRAINING. COURSE SUBJECT MATTER TO
BE POUCHEC FROM LINC 13 APRIL.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
DATE: 12 APR 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (1-3)

INFO: 1

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS DESIG. 1966

LINC 1809 (IN 36526)   19082  12 APR 54   ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR. SQUAT

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

K PROGRAM

ADVISE CALLIGERIS ASSESSMENT PERSONALITY AND SECURITY

? COULD HE BE ENTRUSTED WITH DELICATE MISSIONS SUCH AS

DEFECTION APPROACHES VERSUS MILITARY PERSONNEL?

END OF MESSAGE
12 APR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED IN FULL 1996

TO: SCUAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT P8SUCCESS
K PROGRAM
RE: CUAT 322 (IN 36037)

IF REF FOUND, WOULD YOU CONSIDER INITIATING COLD APPROACH
TO SUBJECT, SUGGESTING HE DEFECT TO PBPRIME? IF SECURELY LAID ON,
FEEL WE WOULD LOSE VERY LITTLE IF HE DECLINES AND REPORTS.
NOTIONAL STORY SUBJECT SLATED FOR EXTINCTION AND TRANSFER ACTUALLY
AT BEHEST FORTUNY ON GROUNDS SUBJECT SUSPECTED OF MAJOR DEVIATION,
MIGHT HELP.

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTOR:

LINCOLN

POSITION: WH (1-3)

DATE: 14 APR 54

TO: (PRIORITY)
INFO: DIR

RE: A. LINC 1842 (IN 37271),
B. LINC 1847 (IN 36524).

ROUTE:

CITY: SLING

SUCCESS RYBAT

APRIL 14, 1954

1. CHOOSE DOWN SARANAC AS SCHEDULED. WILL ARRANGE REF A TRAINING IN THEORY WSHOOF. MOVES VEHICLES WSHOOF. POUCH SENSITIVE AND NECESSARY MATERIAL HERE FOR TRANSFER TO CALLIGERIS HEADQUARTERS. LEAVE ALL EQUIPMENT WITH STORAX EXCEPT MORTARS.

2. APPOINT CADRE 8 MEN YOU FEEL CAPABLE CONDUCT ABOVE TRAINING. DRAW UP FOR THEM CURRICULUM FOR ONE MONTH DAILY TRAINING INDOORS ON TACTICS, WEAPONS, INTRU-UNIT COMM, AIR-DROP TECHNIQUES, CLANDESTINE TECHNIQUES, MAP READING.

3. CALLIGERIS DESIRES YOU RECOMMEND 18 ORGANIZERS, 6 TROOP COMMANDERS FROM ALL TRAINING PERSONNEL. SEND WITH LAF TRAINEES.

4. REPORT LINCOLN ON COMPLETION CLOSING CAMP.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIR

INFO: PBSUCCESS RYBAT POCABOOSE

RE: (IN 37437)

1. REQUEST BLACK FLIGHTS BE AUTHORIZED TO TONCONTIN FIELD COMENCE 17 APRIL AND CONTINUING ON A DAILY BASIS UNTIL OTHERWISE DIRECTED.

2. A CONTACT PLAN BETWEEN SYNCARP AND HAS BEEN ARRANGED, TO BE ACTIVATED BY CABLE INSTRUCTIONS FROM SKINNER.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 1868 (IN 37619)  18127  15 APR 54 ROUTINE

TO:            INFO:  DIR

PBSUCCESS RYBAT
FOR LUCTON

INFORM CALLIGERI.  MOST ANXIOUS SARANAC TRAINING END
AS SCHEDULED. PROVIDE AS MANY AS EIGHT FOR INCOMING
40. PIVALL IS INSTRUCTED TO MAKE TRAINEES CAPABLE OF TRAINING
THE 40 IN THEORY, WEAPONS, ETC IN SAFE HOUSES WSHOOF.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 1872 (IN 57706) 22072 15 APR 54
TO: AYBAT POSUCCESS
INFO: DIR
IMMEDIATE ACTION
FOR LUCON

WHAT FINANCIAL PROMISES WERE MADE TO

8 WHO? ADVISE SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: INFOR: DIR

PGBSUCCESS RYBAT

RE: "(IN 37256) - Vzti wir Sra.\n
1. LINC SUBMITTED PRECISE DETAILED SUMMIT PLAN TO HQS 22 FEB. REQUESTING SUMMIT BE HELD 15 APRIL. DELAY AND LACK OF ADEQUATE HQS SUPPORT COMPELLED ADVANCING DATE TO 5 MAY. ROLANDER AT LINC SUGGESTED 15 MAY. MISMANAGEMENT OF IN MEXI CREATED FURTHER SUMMIT DELAYS AS WELL AS JEOPARDIZING ROLE IN SYNCHRON. LINC RELUCTANTLY ACCEPTED DATES SET (IN 36221) AS LAST PRACTICABLE.

IN VIEW OF FOREGOING AND IMPORTANCE SUMMIT TO PGBSUCCESS, LINC MUST INSIST DATES SET BE MET AND WILL NOT CONCEAL IN JUNE 15 PROPOSAL.

2. LINC REITERATES ESMERALDITE CONF CANNOT BE PERMITTED DEDUCT FROM EFFORT REQUIRED BY SUMMIT.

3. SEND EMISSARIES AS PROPOSED PARA 2 REF.

4. REQUEST FIRM ETD EMISSARIES AND ASSURANCES CONGRESS WILL BE HELD 27-30 MAY.

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: TIN (1-3)
INFO: 

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1998

LINC 1884 (IN 377149) 01287 16 APR 54
TO: INF DIA
INFO: DIA
CITE: SLINC
PNSUCCESS RYBAT
FOR LUGTON

1. FYI, RD TRAINEES AT SCRANTON TO DATE: 13, OF WHICH FIVE
EXPECTED GRADUATE 14 WAT AS RO'S, FOUR AS CRYPTO MEN ONLY, AND
FOUR UNABLE PREDICT THIS DATE. ACCORDING (IN 35189), ONE
EXPERIENCED RD CANDIDATE NOW ENROUTE TO GU, AND ACCORDING ONTRICH,
ONLY FOUR MORE EXPECTED COME OUT OF WSBUART UPON SECANT'S RETURN
THERE ON APRIL.

2. PIVALL ATTEMPTED 31 WAR OBTAIN FIVE RO'S FROM
WHO REFUSED, STATING DOES NOT WANT KHUNFLUSH PERSONNEL INVOLVED.

3. LINC attempting OBTAIN RO'S FROM COLOMBIAN WAR VETS
BUT NO RESULTS TO DATE.

4. SCRANTON STATES UNLESS EXPERIENCED RO'S OBTAINED
IMMEDIATELY, TIME WILL NOT PERMIT ADEQUATE TRAINING.

5. ABOVE FACTS CLEARLY INDICATE NECESSITY PRESSURING
CALLGERIS TO INTENSIFY SEARCH FOR EXPERIENCED RO MERCENARIES
IN OTFROGS, WEHOOPS, KHUNFLUSH, AND ELSEWHERE ON HIGHEST PRIORITY

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
BASIS IF LINC BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF 13 RO'S AND 10 CRYPTOS ARE TO BE MET. SUGGEST HE APPROACH FOR FIVE RO'S HIS FORTHCOMING VISIT KMFLUSH.

6. PLS KEEP LINC FULLY INFORMED BY CABLE DEVELOPMENTS.

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECT

OFT

Cl*

HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DATE: 17 APR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: RH (1-3)
INFO:

LINC 1919 (IN 38117) D3358 17 APR 54 ROUTINE
INFO: PRITY ROUTINE DIR
PRITY: INFO
CITE: LINC

SUCCESS RYEAT PECABOOSE

1. LOAD TWO AIRCRAFT CAT ONE NORTH CARD 5,000 POUNDS EACH.

2. SCHEDULE 17 APRIL ETA FIRST AIRCRAFT TO LAND TONCONTIN 1700 TEGU TIME. SECOND AIRCRAFT TO LAND 1800 TEGU TIME. DO NOT LANDING SECOND AIRCRAFT UNTIL FIRST AIRCRAFT IS AIRBORNE.

3. IF FIRST AIRCRAFT IS NOT AIRBORNE BEFORE DARK SECOND AIRCRAFT WILL NOT LAND BUT PROCEED TO LAS MERCEDES, REFUEL, AND RETURN. USE SAME IDENTIFICATION RADIO CALL MANAGUA (LINC 133D (IN 30945) PARA 3).

4. CHANCE TO SCHEDULE FLIGHT ON INSTRUCTIONS PARA 2 LINC 177?.

5. FIRST AIRCRAFT WILL CALL SECOND AIRCRAFT ON RADIO AS SOON AS AIRBORNE TO NOTIFY OK TO LIND.

6. WAIT FOR ALL CLEAR FROM LINC BEFORE MAKING FLIGHTS.

7. SUGGEST YOU ROTATE YOUR COPILOTS SO THAT ONE PILOT IN EACH PLANE IS FAMILIAR WITH TONCONTIN PARKING AREA.

END OF MESSAGE

WASH SIGNAL CENTER COMMENT: NO PARA 4 INDICATED. BEING SVC'D.
TO: OPIM, INFO: (PRIORITY) (ROUTINE) DIR

PB SUCCESS RYBAT
FOR LUGTON

1. IF PRINCEP ADVISES YOU THAT SKILLET REPLIED AFFIRMATIVELY TO BLACK FLIGHTS ON 17 APRIL YOU WILL THEN KNOW LINC WILL BE MAKING EVERY EffORT FOR TWO FLIGHTS INTO TONCONTIN SAME DAY AND PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:

A. INFORM CALLIGERIS THAT MUST ARRANGE RECEPTION ABOVE FLIGHTS WITH AS PLANNED.

B. FIRST AIRCRAFT ETA 1700 LOCAL TIME. SECOND AIRCRAFT WILL NOT LAND UNTIL FIRST IS AIRBORNE. THUS FIRST MUST BE CLEARED RAPIDLY.

C. TO REQUEST TO MAKE ALL NECESSARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDING FLARE POTS AND REFUELING.

2. UNABLE INFORM YOU IN EVENT UNABLE COMPLY ON TIME 17 APRIL HOWEVER IF AIRCRAFT FAILS TO APPEAR THEN REPEAT SAME ARRANGEMENTS ON 18.

3. IF FLIGHTS ARE SUCCESSFUL ON 17 THEN PREPARE RECEIVE TWO
17 APR 54
LINC 1920 { IN 38110}

PAGE 2

ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS ON 18.

4. GOOD LUCK.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 1935 (IN 38162)  0923Z 17 APR 54  ROUTINE
TO:              INFO: DIR
FROM: LINCOLN    CITE: SLING
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO:

PBSUCCESS RYBAT
RE: LINC 1d49 (IN 37390)

1. FROM ITEMS REF CABLE:

   A. MAKE UP 20 KITS EACH MARKED GE EACH CONTAINING
      10 RIFLES, 10 FRAGS.

   B. MAKE UP 40 KITS EACH MARKED GF EACH CONTAINING
      24 FRAGS, 1,000 ROUNDS 9 MM.

   C. MAKE UP 25 KITS EACH MARKED GG EACH CONTAINING
      60 CONCS.


2. THE ABOVE GEAR TO GO WITH OTHER CAT 1 G GROUP.

3. SENT 200 NON ELECTRIC CAPS WITH CAT 2 MARKED X2,
   100 NON ELECTRIC CAPS WITH CAT 2 MARKED XJ, 100 NON ELECTRIC CAPS
   WITH CAT 2 MARKED X3.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 2 APR 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: A/COP/CPP (4) ADDED: IC1 (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7)

LING 2035 (14-39426) 052122 APR 54 ROUTINE
TO: PRITY INFO: DIR
SUBJECT
PESSUCCE SYBAT
RE:

 REQUEST YOU SUGGEST TO THAT ANNOUNCEMENTS BE MADE TO EFFECT THAT CACHE PROBABLY ONLY PART OF TOTAL AMOUNT
ARM S BURIED AND THAT SEARCH CONTINUING. IF POSSIBLE MORE WILL
BE SENT BUT NO NEED THAT HE FIND ALL ARMS.

1. ALSO SUGGEST TO THAT HE MIGHT STATE THIS IS
ONLY SAMPLE OF ARMS FOUND OR THAT SUB WAS FRIGHTENED OFF AFTER
FIRST CACHE MADE. WASHTUB SHOULD NOT BE ABANDONED.

END OF MESSAGE
SECRET

DATE: 23 APR 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), C/PP (7)

LINC 2074 (IN 49444) - 23 JUL 23 APR 54 - ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR, SQUAT
CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: GUAT 399 (IN 39767) (NOT SENT)

WSBURNT REPORT STATES PRO WSBURNT RESERVE OF 3 TO 4 HUNDRED NATIVES PBLUGGIE MOBILIZED PBLUGGIE SIDE WSBURNT BORDER IN READINESS FOR UPRISING IN WSBURNT. REQUEST YOU INVESTIGATE AND ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. DOES UNDERSTAND THAT BASKET IS IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN PLAN TO OVERTHROW HSBURST GOVT? THIS IS NOT MARGINAL OPERATION BUT IS IMPORTANT PART OF OVERALL SCHEME TO DISCREDIT HSBURST.

2. CAN DROP OFF AMMO AND SAILCLOTH DURING FLT FROM ROFA TO WISHOFS WEEK 25 APRIL. IF YOU ARE SURE THAT THIS IS NECESSARY AND THAT WITH AMMO WILL GO THRU WITH PLAN AS SCHEDULED. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINDOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: C/PP (4)

1. LINC HAS AUTHORIZATION TO CONTINUE FLTS INTO TONCONTIN.
2. PLAN TO SEND TWO FLTS 26 APRIL. TOTAL 10,000 POUNDS CARGO.
   ETA FIRST PLANE 1630. ETA SECOND PLANE 1700. (SECOND PLANE WILL
   NOT LAND UNTIL FIRST PLANE IS AIRBORNE.)
3. ADVISE IMMEDIATELY YOUR CAPABILITY TO COORDINATE RECEPTION
   PARTY TO OFFLOAD AND REFUEL AIRCRAFT. PLANES WILL BE HELD PENDING
   RECEIPT YOUR CONFIRIMATION.
4. FURTHER REQUEST COMMENT CONCERNING YOUR CAPABILITY
   COORDINATE RECEPTION OF PLANES AT 0530 AND 0600 IN EVENT WEATHER
   PRECLUDES COMPLETION OF PREVIOUS AFTERNOON FLTS.
5. PILOT WILL ARRANGE EACH SUCCEEDING ETA WITH GROUND PARTY.
6. NOTE TO PYCROFT: ALERT TO POSSIBLE REFUEL
   REQUIREMENT BETWEEN 2030 AND 2130 APRIL 26. ADVISE CONFIRMATION.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Previous discussions with Calligeris indicate he will accept any independent help but he does not feel it wise to cut in as active member of his organization or on details of military plans.

2. When secant departed wsburnt he was in process of solidifying internal military organization. He has further instructions on this matter.

3. All personnel added to your list by ontrich and cadick have been previously cleared with Calligeris. They should be developed to point where Calligeris can recruit and assign mission missions for those personnel have been previously established.

4. Others on "King" program should be developed to point of readiness. When you indicate readiness Calligeris will be questioned re his willingness to accept person and as to best use.
5. Your suggestions on operational use of each individual appreciated. Where they fit with day to day developments outside "King" program they will be discussed with Calligeris. You will be advised.

End of message
**CLASSIFIED MESSAGE**

**DATE:** 25 APR 54

**RECEIVED BY:** LINCOLN

**ROUTINE:** SECRETS

**TO:** INFO, DIA

**RE:** (IN 35123)

**FOR:** LUGTON

1. INFORM CALLIGERIS TO MENTALLY CONDITION TWELVE ORGANIZERS FOR LAUNCHING IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING SUBJ MEETING REF.

2. MAJOR CONCERN IS MAINTENANCE ESPRIT DE CORPS TRAINEE GRADUATES. HAVE EACH SRE LEADER BE PREPARING HIS BASIC TRAINING COURSE FOR BASIC INSTRUCTIONS HIS TEAM. SPECIFIC SNS TARGET BRIEFING WILL BE PLACED IN HANDS AT SUBJ MEETING REF.

3. REMAINDER GRADUATES BE MENTALLY CONDITIONED START BORDER CROSSING IN CONNECION ARMS INGRESS.

4. PERSONALLY INTERVIEW GROUP AND DETERMINE IF ANY WILL BALK. ANY POTENTIAL BALKERS CAN BE SALVAGED, AND SEPARATE ANY UNSAVABLE FROM THE READY TO PREVENT CONTAMINATION. NOW IS THE TIME TO SEPARATE MEN FROM BOYS TO ELIMINATE USUAL LAST MINUTE HASSLES.

END OF MESSAGE

**SECRET**

**RE**

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: EH (1-3)
INFO: A/DO/P/P (4)

LINC 2334 (IN 40738)  21332 26 APR 54  ROUTINE

TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DIR

CITE: SLING

RYBAT PBSUCCESS PS CARBOOSE

1. SCHEDULE ONE C-47 FLIGHT TO SOMERSET ETA 1930 APRIL 27.

2. LOAD FOR SHERWOOD:
   A. GENERATOR IN BOX MARKED RR,
   B. TRYLO MASTS IN BOX ARR.

3. FOR SCRANTON:
   A. TEN ANGRC-9'S WITH HAND GENERATORS AND 10 RS-9'S WITH
      30 BATTERIES IN BOXES MARKED SSS.
   B. FIVE SETS RS1, 10 SETS HANDLE TALKIE,
   C. ONE EACH SECTION SAIL CLOTH 10 FEET BY 10 FEET, 3,700
      POUNDS 7.62 MM, 2,600 ROUNDS 9 MM (MARK WITH WW AND BOX AS SEPARATE
      UNIT)

4. AIRCRAFT TO RETURN AS SOON AS UNLOADED.

5. WAIT ALL CLEAR FROM LINC BEFORE MAKING FLIGHT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DC, P (L) (6), A/OD/P/P (7)

LINC 2137 (IN 40843) 0240Z 27 APR 54 RENCES
TO: SQUAT INFO: DIR
RYBAT PSUCCESS

1. REPORTS FROM WSHOOF S INDICATE THAT ERUPTED GOVERNMENT
IS TAKING STEPS TO DECREASE ARMY FROM MATERIAL STANDPOINT AND AT
SAME TIME TO GIVE ARMS TO UNIONS. REQUEST YOU INVESTIGATE THROUGH
ALL AVAILABLE SOURCES AND CABLE RESULTS. IN THIS CONNECTION IT IS
IMPORTANT THAT WE HAVE AS MUCH SPECIFIC AND CURRENT INFO AS
POSSIBLE RE DISTRIBUTION OF ARMS AND AMMO IN COUNTRY.

2. HAVE THERE BEEN ANY RECENT SHIFTS IN MILITARY STRENGTH?
IMPORTANT YOU CHECK REGULARLY AND KEEP US INFORMED OF ALL REPORTS
OF MOVEMENTS OF TROOPS OR OFFICIALS FROM ONE SECTOR TO ANOTHER.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD, INFO: DIR,
          (ROUTINE) SQUAT

R8BAT PSSUCCESS

1. FYI. SHERWOOD BROADCASTS TO BE DAILY 0700 TO 0800 AND
   2100 TO 2200 LOCAL GUATEMALA TIME ON 6360 KC DAYTIME AND
   3530 KC NIGHT TIME. SIX DAYS PROGRAMS NOW PREPARED, ETA
   APPROX 29 APRIL. LINCOLN ARRANGING, WILL ADVISE.

2. CANCELLATION OF 3530 KC AND USE OF 3120 KC WILL NOT
   OCCUR EFFECTIVE UNTIL AFTER APPROX FIRST NINE PROGRAMS SINCE
   THEY PREPARED IN ADVANCE ON BASIS 3530. LINCOLN WILL ADVISE
   CHANGEOVER. WASHINGTON HAS CONCURRED.

3. LINCOLN DESIRES TEST GUATEMALAN RECEPTION PRIOR BEGINNING
   REGULAR BROADCASTS. REQUEST YOU SET UP TESTS SOONEST IF POSSIBLE,
   SHOULD BE SHORT AND STERILE. SUGGEST PLAY NON KMFLUSH RECORD.
   OBTAIN EQUIPMENT LOCALLY IF NECESSARY. ADVISE TEST SCHEDULES
   INFO GUATEMALA.

4. FOR COUF: REQUEST YOU MONITOR AND ADVISE RECEPTION.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
LINCOLN WEEKLY SITREP 19–26 APRIL

1. ENEMY: ENEMY DIFINTEGRATION CONTINUES. FURTHER PLOTTING BY HIGH ARMY OFFICERS AGAINST REGIME. ROGELIO CRUZ WEA, GUARDA CIVIL CHIEF, REPORTED FIRED. DIAZ STILL ON TOUR. GOVT COMMUNIST LEADERS SAID BE MAKING FLIGHT PLANS. GOVT INABILITY TO RULE SHOWN BY GROWING FAILURE PAY CIVIL SERVANTS' WAGES. EXHIBIT OF ASSUMED "SUCCESS" AT CARACAS FAILS ATTRACT PUBLIC. GOVT MOVED IN HARSHLY TO IMPED "52" CAMPAIGN, ATTEMPTED CLOSE RADIO INTERNACIONAL. MOUNTING INDICATIONS GOVT UNCERTAINTY, FEAR, UNEASINESS.

2. FRIENDLY: AFTER ENFORCED IDLENESS, FRIENDLY FORCES REGAINING MOMENTUM. 2 FLIGHTS MADE 26 APRIL, TESTING ARMS REMOVAL FROM WSHOFS WAREHOUSE BEGUN. SARRAGAC PERSONNEL ALL GRADUATED, MOVED TO WSHOFS. SHERWOOD READY TO GO INTO OPERATIONS. WASHTUB BRIEFLY SNAGGED, EXPECTED END ALL RIGHT.
27 April 54
LINC 2146 (IN 40396)

PAGE -2-

ESSENCE "32" CAMPAIGN BIG SUCCESS IN BISBURN'T CAPITAL AND OTHER CITIES. FOLLOW-UP ON PASTORAL LETTER BRINGING GOOD RESULTS. SECANT RETURNED BISBURN'T AND IMMEDIATELY BEGAN REPORTING; SECANT ALSO RETURNED BUT FRIENDS URGED HIM LEAVE AGAIN, WHICH HE DOING.

NEW CARRIERS TRIP TO LINC CONTEMPLATED.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS; HQS CONSENT GIVEN TO NEW BLACK FLIGHTS. WILLIAM A. PLAYOON TOOK OVER AT LINC; NEW CUT-OUT FOR DTFROGS ONBOARD. LINC CLERICAL PERSONNEL GO PLENTY FULL.

AT LINC LET GO FOR UNSUITABILITY, SENT TO MINNEAPOLIS. LCLUTTER TEAM IN AT HOOFS. SOCCER ARRIVED BISBURN'T TO ASSIST PAGE. PAGE SUBMITTED INITIAL REPORT ON X PROGRAM: AN EARLY AND TOP TARGET.

END OF MESSAGE